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ADMONITION
I declare, That if in anything hereafter delivered, I
have made any Mistakes, or not so clearly expressed
myself upon Intimation thereof, I shall be most ready
to retract. And therefore if in anything I have slip’d,
or made a false Step, I desire the ingenious and candid
Reader either to inform me thereof, and upon Conviction, I shall submit, or else that he would freely pardon
the Error; Humanum est.
William Molyneux
Dioptrica Nova
(1692)
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1
Introduction
I stood as a minority candidate in the Prime Minister’s constituency in the
British snap parliamentary election held on 2019 December 12.1 I had a clear
cause to push, and my goal was to gain national publicity for it. In this I was
only minimally successful, though I did garner some national coverage in continental Europe, and notably France. In I’m Standing I tell the story of my candidacy, both for those who are curious and for those who may wish to be candidates themselves. I end with some conclusions and thoughts about how I could
have done better.
***
Let me introduce myself to those who do not know me. (For those who do,
jump to the next set of asterisks.)
I am a northern lad, born in Manchester in 1953. My parents were microbiologists and almost immediately I was transported to Minneapolis where my
father worked for two years on polio vaccines at the University of Minnesota.
Back in the UK, we spent a year in Manchester followed by about five years in
London before returning north, where I attended Stockport Grammar School,
then a boys’ school. I was an undergraduate at Emmanuel College, Cambridge,
where I read Natural Sciences, specialising towards physics. Anthony Hewish
was lecturing to us when he and Martin Ryle won the Nobel Prize for physics
in 1974 for “their pioneering research in radio astrophysics.”2 Like many of my
year I decided to pursue further study in astronomy. Having had some slight
anti-Americanism thoroughly excised by a summer spent as a garbage man in
a Jewish holiday camp in upstate New York,3 I decided to apply for graduate
study in the US. I was admitted to the University of Wisconsin in Madison,
1

As a (retired) astronomer I use the astronomical convention for dates, Year Month Day
The Nobel Prize in Physics 1974
3
Cejwin Camps in Port Jervis, now closed
2
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where I completed my doctorate in observational astronomy in 1979.4 I dedicated my thesis “to taxpayers everywhere,” and this was seriously meant, since
I was to a great extent funded by public money.
My next stop was the University Observatory at the University of St Andrews in Scotland, where I researched and taught for almost three years. It was
in St Andrews, at a party, that I met a French woman, Laurence Bon, who is now
my wife. Margaret Thatcher had just become Prime Minister. The Tories were
soon making wild swipes at the universities, and it was clear that there was no
future in the UK for either Laurence or myself. Laurence landed a lectureship in
Aix-en-Provence and set me the task of following her.
I thus became a Thatcher exile. Luckily there was an institution within commuting distance of Aix where my then-research could be pursued. The Royal
Society awarded me a European Science Exchange Programme Fellowship to
work at the Laboratoire d’astronomie spatiale in Marseilles.5 Ten years previously
the UK had joined the European Economic Community, where there had been
free movement of all workers since 1968, so there were no particular immigration hurdles to overcome. All together I was in Marseilles for 5 years,6 during
which time Laurence and I married and our daughter Lara was born, but efforts
to land a permanent post there were unfruitful. I was interviewed for a number
of posts in the UK but was not appointed.7 In a final effort to stay in astrophysics
I applied for a lectureship at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New
Zealand, and this was successful.
Although I had never visited New Zealand, it was not an unknown. My paternal grandfather was a Chaplain with the New Zealand Expeditionary Forces
in World War I, and in Malta he had met a Queen Alexandra’s nurse from Lancashire. The result was my father, born in Walton-on-Thames soon after the
war ended.8 The threesome obtained transport to New Zealand a few months
later – I was not the first Tobin baby to cross oceans soon after birth. Sadly, my
grandfather died in early 1921, “the result of active service” according to my
grandmother,9 who returned with her fatherless son to England and brought
him up on a shoestring in The Wirral. As a teenager, I frequently typed letters
for my grandmother to her sisters-in-law in New Zealand, and we always received calendars at Christmas picturing New Zealand’s grandeur and beauty.
Aotearoa/New Zealand was not foreign territory.
4

Tobin, W.J., A Differential Population Synthesis Approach to Mass Segregation in M92
(1979). The 26-page Foreword for Friends and Relatives is available at archive.org
5
The French spelling of Marseilles is of course Marseille
6
Moving on to French short-term contracts at the Université d’Aix-Marseille I and the Observatoire de Marseille
7
Those who were are all now FRSes!
8
Walton-on-Thames was home to No. 2 New Zealand General Hospital
9
Preface to Tobin, C.E.O’H., Forest Leaves. Bath: Herald Press (1921)
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Our second daughter, Melanie, was born in Christchurch. In due course I
was naturalized, along with Lara so that there would be no inequality between
sisters. Laurence did not settle in the far-off land, and after a decade returned
to France. I was able to renegotiate my employment so that for several years I
was on the payroll in Christchurch for the first six months of each year, and was
a house-husband in France for the rest. But New Zealand governments were
changing the way universities were funded and the knock-on effects, including
the rise of managerialism, were degrading conditions in many ways. Fuming
in bed one night over I forget what latest outrage, I decided this could not continue. I telephoned Laurence to ask if she would support me if I retired and
came to live in France. She would, and I retired in 2006 April. Since then we
have lived full-time in Vannes, on the south coast of Brittany.
***
I cannot remember when I became aware that as a British Citizen I could
stand for Parliament despite being barred from voting because I have lived
abroad for too long. The Brexit Referendum in 2016 radicalised me, but I do
not recall pondering whether to stand in the snap election called for 2017 June
8. Perhaps this was because Laurence & I had already arranged to visit a Canadian friend in the Dordogne. Yet my kinswoman Helen Tobin remembers my
discussing the possibility when we were in New Zealand the following month.
There is a long tradition of independent candidates standing in British General Elections. These candidates often seek greater publicity by standing in the
Prime Minister’s constituency. For example, in the 2015 election there were
a dozen candidates in Prime Minister David Cameron’s Witney constituency.
If we consider the Conservative, Labour, Liberal-Democrat, Green and (ugh!)
UKIP10 parties as mainstream, seven of the twelve were ‘minor.’ In 2017, there
were 8 minor candidates in Prime Minister Theresa May’s Maidenhead constituency. But sometimes hopefuls swarm around politicians of lesser rank. In
2015 the flamboyant and notorious Boris Johnson, then Mayor of London, stood
in the west-London Conservative donkey seat11 of Uxbridge & South Ruislip
with the intention of returning to national politics. He was accompanied by 8
minor candidates. In 2017, when he was a mere MP, there were none. In 2019,
as Prime Minister, he had to contend with seven of us.
Minority candidates fall into two main classes. First, there are those with
a clear cause to push. Lieutenant-Commander Bill Boaks began standing in
the 1950s to promote road safety.12 More recently, the Animal Welfare Party,
10

United Kingdom Independence Party
A safe seat: “Pin a blue rosette on a donkey and it would be elected”
12
Lieutenant-Commander Bill Boaks. An Utter Nutter or a Walthamstowe Eccentric? Walthamstowe Memories
11
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which “believes in a better future for people, animals and the environment”13
furnished one of the candidates who opposed Theresa May in 2017. Second,
there are those out to satirize the political process, of which the Official Monster Raving Loony Party is the most hallowed, having fielded candidates since
1983. The late Screaming Lord Sutch was its founder; his successor and stillalive Howling ‘Laud’ Hope, stood against Boris Johnson in 2015 and Theresa
May in 2017.14 Some people fume when such satirists stand, but they provide a
more positive (and entertaining) option for protest than simple ballot-spoiling
or abstention, especially when an elector’s vote may count for little, as in a donkey seat. I myself voted for the McGillicuddy Serious Party15 in New Zealand’s
1990 General Election,16 dispirited by living in the Fendalton constituency with
its overwhelming National-Party majority and the lacklustre Labour opposition.
At the beginning of 2019, Theresa May was still Prime Minister. Her parliamentary majority having evaporated, it seemed another General Election might
be imminent, and I had already begun pondering the practicalities of standing
in her Maidenhead constituency. I would have relished opposing her on account of her cruel and heartless treatment of migrants when Home Secretary,
epitomized by her vile ‘hostile environment,’ and her disgraceful “citizens of
nowhere” characterisation of people like me. But my prostate cancer, diagnosed
in early 2012, flared up. I was condemned to chemotherapy until June.
Over the summer my strength returned. Across the Channel, Theresa May
resigned as Prime Minister and was finally replaced by Boris Johnson on July 24.
Johnson was soon angling for a General Election to break the Brexit deadlock in
Parliament, though the Supreme Court over-ruled him when he prorouged Parliament for six weeks as a way of quashing scrutiny of his plans. Finally, towards
the end of October, Jo Swinson and the LibDems broke ranks and decided to allow Johnson the election he craved. The Scottish National and Labour Parties
followed suit, and on October 31 the Early Parliamentary General Election Act
became law, setting December 12 as election day.

13

Animal Welfare Party: The UK Political Party for People, Animals and the Environment
Hope, A., Rex of Fleet, P., 2020. The Great White Hope. ISBN 9 798640 657746
15
McGillicuddy Serious Party, Wikipedia
16
In New Zealand, permanent residents can vote in all elections
14
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Deciding to stand
The issue on which I might stand was obvious to me: voting rights. I felt and
feel keenly the injustice of having my life churned up by a Brexit decision in
which the imperialists in Britain did not allow me to participate. This is because once a British Citizen has lived abroad for more than 15 years, s/he can
no longer continue on the electoral roll where s/he was last registered as a UK
resident.1
I had form over the issue. In response to two (unsuccessful) private members’ bills,2 the Tories had made a ‘Votes-for-Life’ promise in their 2015 election
manifesto but shamefully did not honour it for the 2016 Brexit Referendum.
Less than three months after the Referendum, I initiated a petition on Parliament’s on-line petition website calling for the franchise to be extended “so that
future elections and referendums are more properly representative.” Besides
the excluded overseas Brits, whom I estimated at 2.0 million, I included the 1.5
million 16- and 17-year olds in the UK, and the perhaps 2.2 million unenfranchised foreigners living there permanently. Had the petition garnered 10,000
signatures, it would have prompted a no-doubt platitudinous response from
the Government, but by the end of its six month lifetime, only about 7,000 people had signed.
Whether the petition had any influence with Labour peer Lord Adonis, who
four months later introduced a Bill in the House of Lords “to extend the fran1

It used to be that British subjects (as we then were) could only vote overseas for 12 months,
with the additional condition of having the intention to return to the UK. The Thatcher government abolished the intention requirement and extended the period to 5 years in 1985, and then
to 20 years in 1989. In 2000, the Labour government reduced the period to 15 years, effective
from 2002
2
The two private member’s bills were introduced by Conservative MPs – the Overseas Voters Bill (2014-15) on 2014 July 7 and the Overseas Voters (15 Year Rule) Bill (2014-15) on 2014
December 2 . After the 2015 election, the first bill was reintroduced on 2015 July 6 – the Overseas Voters Bill (2015-16) – but like its predecessor it was withdrawn following Government
promises to legislate (see Hansard, 606, col. 577-592, 2016 February 26)
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Petition 166615 instituted on 2016 September 9
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chise for parliamentary and other elections to all citizens over the age of 16
years,” I do not know; but Adonis’s Bill got no further than a first reading.3
A fortnight later, Conservative MP Glyn Davies, who had won the ballot for
private members’ bills, introduced an Overseas Electors Bill in the Commons.4
This bill progressed further than the previous ones. It was supported – though
not taken over – by the Government. The House of Commons library produced a briefing paper and the Cabinet Office an Impact Statement.5 At the
money stage6 the Labour Party introduced a ‘wrecking’ amendment,7 which
was supported by the Scottish National Party, Plaid Cymru, the Green Party
(i.e. Caroline Lucas) and a handful of independents. I wrote letters of protest8 to
Stephen Gethins (the SNP MP for North East Fife, the last constituency in which
I was registered to vote, with a copy to Nicola Sturgeon), Hywel Williams (Plaid
Cymru), Caroline Lucas, and one of the independents. Only Hywel Williams
had the courtesy to reply: “The amendment ... would have guaranteed that
we received a report on the total cost incurred under the Bill. . . At a time of
unprecedented cuts to ... voting officials it would have been irresponsible to
support the UK Government’s policy.” In other words, the UK is too poor to
afford democracy.9
Happily, the support for Glyn Davies’s bill (Conservative, LibDem & DUP)
was enough for it to proceed to committee. Unhappily, its progress ended on
2019 March 22 when it was talked out by another Davies, Philip Davies, Conservative MP for Shipley, an ardent Brexiteer, Member of the European Research
Group, and a notorious filibusterer.10 It would seem that this filibuster was a
put-up job by opponents of the bill on both sides of the house.11
3

Voting Age (Reduction) Bill [HL] (2017-19), introduced 2017 July 5 by Lord Whitty on behalf
of Lord Adonis
4
Overseas Electors Bill (2017-19), introduced 2017 July 19
5
Available via https://services.parliament.uk/Bills/2017-19/overseaselectors/documents.html
6
If a private members’ bill requires any spending, a money resolution must be agreed by the
House of Commons before it can be considered in committee
7
Labour ‘betraying’ British citizens abroad who cannot vote, The Guardian, 2018 June 27
8
“Since the referendum I have felt like a colonial subject, whose life is being decided by a
government and parliament in the UK who care little for me as a British Citizen, whatever the
protestations to the contrary”
9
I have little sympathy for the difficulties, which are self-inflicted. By insisting that overseas
electors must have resided in a constituency the Government makes the task of enrolling them
problematic, since local registration officials have not retained out-of-date rolls. (There is also an
hypocrisy in that no such link is required of candidates.) Dedicated constituencies for overseas
electors would be simpler, cheaper and serve the electors better since their concerns as overseas
citizens would not be diluted by local ones
10
Philip Davies, the master of filibuster and friend to rogue landlords, The Independent, 2014
December 15
11
Taylor, R., He killed the bill: Britons living abroad for more than 15 years still don’t have
a vote, LSE blog, 2019 April 9; Collard, S., The UK Politics of Overseas Voting, The Political
Quarterly, 90, 672-680 (2019)
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Protesting in Whitehall, People’s Vote March for the Future, 2018 October 20
The People’s Vote campaign held a number of massive marches in London
calling for another referendum on Europe without all the lies and deceptions of
the 2016 one. I travelled to the UK to join the march on 2018 October 20, which
was blessed with great camaraderie and glorious weather and perhaps as many
as a million participants. A feature of the march was the variety of delightful,
inventive, and often humorous home-made placards. My rather staid one spoke
of the disenfranchised 51⁄2 million on one face. On the other it decried the way
British politicians were abandoning their co-citizens in the EU.
So I had a cause. What about the practicalities? The Electoral Commission
publishes a series of guidance notes for prospective candidates.12 To be able to
stand as a candidate in a UK Parliamentary election in Great Britain there is no
requirement to live or be an elector in the UK, but you must be at least 18 years
old and either a British citizen, a citizen of the Republic of Ireland, or an eligible Commonwealth citizen.13 So far, so good: I am well over 18, I am a British
citizen. There are a number of disqualifications, such as being a civil servant, a
police officer, a member of any legislature outside the Commonwealth, or still
having more than a year of a prison sentence to serve. None applied to me. An
agent is also needed, but the candidate can undertake this rôle, which seemed
simplest in my case. However, the agent also needs an office address, which
must be within the constituency or an adjacent one. To me, this was a showstopper. An office can of course be rented, but that would be expensive. When
it seemed I might stand against Mrs May in Maidenhead, my medical friends
Felicity & Duncan in Thame had expressed willingness to host me, since their
12

The Electoral Commission, Guidance: candidate or agent
One who does not need leave to enter or to remain in the UK, such as Maltese and Cypriot
citizens while the UK was a member of the EU, or one who has indefinite leave to remain
13
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Henley constituency abuts Maidenhead.14 Within London, the adjacency rule is
slightly different, but in any case my artist friend Cherry Pickles15 has a house
in Yiewsley at the southern limit of Boris Johnson’s Uxbridge & South Ruislip
constituency. She was game to give me both a bed and a constituency office.
But should I stand? It was a snap election, but it would still occupy at least
six weeks of my time. I had (and have) plenty of other projects that need my
attention;16 and Laurence & I had only just got off the ‘plane after a month
in the United States visiting our daughter Melanie. Laurence was worried by
the attacks politicians are suffering, of which the murder of Jo Cox is an extreme example. I hummed and ha’ed. I guesstimated standing might cost a
couple of thousand pounds, a sum I could shoulder. The attitude of Bob Stewart, Conservative MP for Beckenham, was another factor. Without representation, I had been sending letters or e-mails to randomly-selected MPs on various
Brexit-related issues. One possible success was with Heidi Allen. I wrote to
a score or more Tory MPs detailing eight ways in which the Government had
lost its moral compass,17 with the suggestion that if they were honourable persons, they should resign the Tory whip. Barely a month later, Ms Allen, MP
for South Cambridgeshire, did so!18 Mr Stewart was among Tory MPs I had
contacted about the non-abolition of 15-year rule, asking “Is the Conservative
Party a group of shameless, mendacious gerrymanderers, or will you honour
your promise to abolish [it]?” He was not pleased. In the resulting exchange
of e-mails, he stated “I was fully up for extending the voting franchise ... but
several people who chose to live in the EU and may not contribute to the UK
economy ... have thrown insults at me so I wonder now whether I should bother
to support such rude people.” Well, MPs should expect those whose rights are
being curtailed to be angry, and rude even. As a Thatcher exile, I strongly resent Stewart’s use of ‘chose.’ His comment also indicates a belief that voting
rights belong only to those who ‘contribute to the UK economy.’ Voting is not
a right, it is something to be bought! Well, Mr Stewart’s views were only a minor incitement to me to stand in reaction. Certainly nothing as strong as Jacob
Rees-Mogg’s slanderous comments under parliamentary privilege19 (for which
he later apologised) which galvanized consultant neurologist Dr David Nicholl
14

Excellent constituency maps can be found on the Ordnance Survey’s Election maps website
On Cherry, see Wikipedia and The Royal Drawing School
16
As I write this, I have at least six astronomy or history-of-science articles to complete...
17
(1) Adoption of fascist devices: “strong and stable;” bypassing parliamentary scrutiny redolent of Hitler’s 1933 Ermächtigungsgesetz; stigmatization of outgroups, (2) Contempt for Parliamentary sovereignty, (3) Denial of devolution (stymying of Holyrood’s Brexit Continuity Bill),
(4) Contempt for the courts, (5) Deportations of British Citizens, (6) Treatment of British in the
EU27 and EU24 citizens in the UK as bargaining chips, (7) Condoning electoral fraud, (8) Condoning an unfair franchise
18
Heidi Allen’s Conservative Party resignation letter in full, Cambridge Independent, 2019
February 20
19
Hansard, 664, col. 395, 2019 September 5
15
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The dumb-bell-shaped Borough Constituency of Uxbridge & South Ruislip.
West Drayton railway station was my invariable point of entry to the constituency.
Heathrow Airport lies a few kilometres further south.
[Open Government Licence v3.0]
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2. Deciding to stand
into standing in Bromsgrove constituency.20 But an incitement nevertheless.
I had been impressed by a remark Barack Obama made in a documentary
about his presidency. He said that he succeeded with health-care reform because
many presidents before him “had pushed the cursor” in that direction. Even if
my standing would not result in a fairer franchise immediately, it might push
the cursor. On Monday November 4 our nurse friend Fabienne came to our
home in Vannes to inject me with my cancer drug. Looking at me, she chucked
“Il va le faire! Je le sens.” A couple of days later plumbers came and redid a
temporary fix I had made to an under-stairs leak that had sprung just before
departure for America. There was no longer any material obstacle. I decided
that if I didn’t stand, I’d regret it for evermore. Cherry splits her time between
Pembrokeshire and Yiewsley, so I ‘phoned to check whether she would be in
London in the coming days. She would be.
Uxbridge & South Ruislip constituency is part of the London Borough of
Hillingdon and is administered from the Borough’s Civic Centre in Uxbridge.
On November 7 I telephoned the Electoral and Registration Services Manager,
Mike Liddiard, to announce my candidacy, thus starting the ‘regulated period’
for campaign expenditure and donations. Alea iacta est. He e-mailed me the
relevant request form for a copy of the electoral roll as well as Hillingdon’s local Nomination Pack, which outlined practical details, such as the hours for
nomination-paper submission (between 10 am and 4 pm). Mike also clarified
certain details and made the interesting remark that he thought standing for
Parliament as an independent was on many people’s ‘bucket list’.21 To discourage the frivolous, candidates must post a £500 deposit,22 which they lose if they
receive less than 5% of the votes cast (as I fully expected to do). With the daily
limit on ATM withdrawals, it seemed problematic to pay in cash, so on Friday,
November 8, I sent the deposit by bank transfer.
The following afternoon I left Vannes,
taking the cheapest route to London: train
and coach to St Malo, overnight ferry to
Portsmouth, coach to Victoria.
There I
rendez-vous’d with Cherry and her daughter Rose beneath the gaze of the statue of
Maréchal Foch astride his horse. An immediate task before lunch in a Japanese restaurant was to buy a SIM card, since I knew I
would need a British mobile number for the
20

Rose and Cherry

Doctor who clashed with Rees-Mogg to run as Lib Dem in Javid’s seat, The Guardian, 2019
September 27 ; The challengers: six candidates out to topple the big names of UK politics, The
Guardian, 2019 November 17
21
The list of things to do before they ‘kick the bucket’ (i.e. die)
22
£10,000 if you wish to stand for election as Mayor of London!
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campaign. I had already decided that Lebara offered the best deal, with an option allowing unlimited calls to, from and within both the UK and France. Not
surprisingly, there was a vendor at hand opposite Victoria station before we sat
down to our ramen noodles.
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Getting nominated
I arrived in London on Sunday November 10. Nominations had to be submitted
by hand, before 4 pm on the following Thursday. Four days to act! I needed ten
‘subscribers:’ a proposer and seconder, and eight ‘assentors,’ all of whom had to
be on the parliamentary roll for the Uxbridge & South Ruislip constituency. The
Electoral Commission Guide was stern: “If a nomination form contains more
than ten subscribers’ signatures, only the first ten will be accepted. If any of the
first ten subscribers is invalid, the Acting Returning Officer must hold the nomination form invalid, regardless of whether the form contains more than ten. ...
Nomination forms should not be altered once they are subscribed.”
This was off-putting because my initial thought had been to go to cafés and
pubs and start talking to people in the hope of finding subscribers. It did not
seem implausible that some might spoof me by signing as “Donald Duck,” or
by pretending to be on the electoral roll – or mistakenly thinking that they were
– when they were not. Worse, a subscriber is only allowed to sign one nomination paper, and if that paper is found invalid, s/he is not allowed to sign again
on a replacement. Getting nominated seemed like the most problematic step in
the whole enterprise. Cherry was happy to propose me, but I still needed nine
other subscribers. Before leaving Vannes I had e-mailed my cousins Matthew
and Patrick in the UK to ask if they knew anyone in Uxbridge & South Ruislip,
and then added Monique Hawkins to the addressees. Monique, a software developer, is Matthew’s sister-in-law. I had met her in January at the funeral of my
aunt – Patrick and Matthew’s mother. A Dutch national, Monique had entered
the public arena following the 2016 referendum when, having lived in the UK
for over two decades, she applied for permanent residence as a required step
towards becoming a British national.
The Home Office caused outrage when it rejected her application and told
her that she should “make arrangements to leave” the country.1 Now a British
1

Dutch woman with two British children told to leave UK after 24 years, The Guardian, 2016
December 28
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Axel, William and an unsure-looking Monique at the count
citizen,2 Monique is a prime mover in the3million, an organisation that stands
up for the 3 million EU citizens living in the UK. She put me on to Axel Antoni,
who manages the3million’s Twitter account – and lives in Ruislip! Much more
about Axel in the next chapter, but he became my seconder. And after explaining my cause to him, Cherry’s lodger, Harish, became my first assentor. Only
seven more signatures needed!
I had given the subscriber problem more thought before I left Vannes. I realised there was a much better way to get signatures than in pubs and cafés. It
was to produce a flyer and go knocking on doors in the constituency. If after
pourparlers the person seemed amenable to my cause, I could then ask if s/he
was willing to sign my nomination paper. I would be able to use the electoral
roll to check that the person was a voter for the address in question. Spoofing seemed much less of a risk. I had hastily produced a flyer, had 500 copies
printed, and packed them in my suitcase. In addition, the Hillingdon Nomination Pack contained the reassuring text “It is strongly advised that nomination
papers be brought in for an informal check before they are formally submitted
to the Acting Returning Officer.” Even if I was spoofed, I would not need to
start afresh.
On Monday morning Cherry & I set off to canvass her neighbours. She lives
on Colham Avenue, a tree-lined street with a central grassed area, the relic of a
2

British at last, Dutch woman ‘horrified’ at loss of some of her rights, The Guardian, 2017 May 7
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DON’T VOTE FOR TOBIN
William Tobin, Parliamentary candidate for Uxbridge & South Ruislip

rather,

LET TOBIN VOTE !
I am one of 3 million Brits living overseas – in my case, France – prohibited
from voting in General Elections and the 2016 Brexit referendum because
we have been overseas ‘too long’.
The Conservatives promised to
remedy this injustice in their 2015 & 2017 Election Manifestos, but have not
done so. Many of us who live in the EU, or planned to do so, are having
our lives turned upside down by a Brexit decision in which we weren’t
allowed to participate.
This isn’t fair, this isn’t democratic.
Also unable to vote are some 2.2 million foreign nationals permanently
resident in the UK. Like everyone, they pay VAT and other taxes. Taxation
without Representation lost Britain its American colonies!
This isn’t fair, this isn’t democratic.
Also excluded are 1.5 million 16- & 17- years olds, such as are allowed to
vote in Scottish & Welsh elections and the Crown dependencies (Jersey,
Guernsey, Isle of Man).
We unrepresented people have vital interests in the UK’s future. Like the
suffragettes before us, we deserve a vote.
Though I can’t vote, electoral law allows me to stand, which I am doing in
the Prime Minister’s constituency to highlight the unfairness of UK national
elections and referendums.
Don’t vote for me, but press other candidates to pledge to right this wrong.
Brexit is the major issue in the 2019 General Election. Cherish your vote.
Please cast it mindful of its effect on 7 million unrepresented people.
For the quoted statistics, see http://tobin.pagesperso-orange.fr
Printed by Art & Copie, 3 Place de la Liberation, 56000 Vannes, France
Promoted by William Tobin, 6 rue Saint Louis, 56000 Vannes, France
dontvotetobin@orange.fr

Flyer (version one), used for attracting subscribers
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now-filled-in dock connected to the Grand Union Canal. I was pleased to have
a woman with me as a calming presence in case of any hostility, though in the
event I encountered none.
An elderly lady answered the first
door we tried. She asked me what I
thought of the European Union. I replied
that as someone whose two grandfathers
had died early because of their experience in the First World War,3 and whose
father had been a prisoner of war in the
Second, I could but give it prime importance as a peace project.4 At the next
door, the man was very supportive and
I soon had his signature. “If my wife was
here, she’d sign too,” he added. A lady
walking in the street but in a hurry expressed willingness to sign. We drew a
few blanks, but this first, short foray on
the doorstep seemed promising.

Lest we forget the horrors of war

We were less lucky in the afternoon. We set off in Cherry’s car to canvass another part of the constituency. We discovered it is not easy to park in Uxbridge &
South Ruislip – it’s residents’ parking almost everywhere. Finally, about 4 pm,
we managed to park near Pield Heath. Here some people would not open their
doors, others were eating or busy with their children just back from school. I
pushed a flyer through each letterbox, which incidentally was not completely
easy, because most have stiff brushes on the inside to keep out draughts and
all but rigid missives. Experienced canvassers, I learned later, use a spatula
to push their literature between the bristles. One man, incensed at receiving a
flyer, came out in his socks to remonstrate with us. He had worked in Germany
and believed the EU was a Franco-German “stitch-up,” but he was not enamoured with Boris Johnson. He calmed down once he decided I was a doddering
pensioner who needed humouring. “You’ll be alright,” he predicted. No new
signatures, though back in Colham Avenue in fading light a fellow pensioner
was pruning a bush in his front garden. He signed, perhaps in part because he
knew of Cherry and her late husband Crispian as neighbours.
Time was pressing. Colham Avenue and adjacent streets were on the doorstep
and there was no legal need to have subscribers spread across the constituency.
3

My maternal grandfather was gassed in the Great War. Weakened, he succumbed in 1938,
aged only 45. As already stated, my paternal grandfather died in 1921, aged 41. My father was
captured at Arnhem and was a prisoner until liberated by the Soviets
4
Exemplified by one of the winners in the 13th (2019) European Book Prize, Nous l’Europe,
banquet des peuples, by Laurent Gaudé (Actes Sud, 2019)
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The following morning we set out again. The lady in a hurry signed along with
two more Colham Avenue residents. No luck on Providence Road, but one signature on Edgar Road. Several people said they had no interest in the election;
others were on the point of leaving the house and had no time. The only person amongst those I asked who refused to sign was a man with an lovely Irish
accent. He told us he supported us completely, but as a signed-up member of
the Labour Party he did not wish to nominate anyone outside the Party. Fair
enough. Like the man in socks, a number of people volunteered opposition to
the European Union. The reasons given were varied, and frequently had little
to do with the EU, showing that Brexiteers are what the political theorist Hannah Arendt called a mass (rather than a class or a mob). Worry about Somali
knife gangs was one reproach: “And that’s the EU because the French colonised
Somalia.” (So did the British!) “English law is God’s law, whereas the law in Europe is the law of Man and we should shun it.” “We’re having difficulties with
the immigration status of my non-EU wife.” “I’ve had eastern Europeans steal
my van four times.”
One more signature was needed. I was on my own in the afternoon. On Otterfield Road many doorbells echoed in empty houses, but then I struck lucky
with a young woman who was very willing to assent to my nomination. By this
time it was already 2.30 pm, and nominations could only be accepted until 4
o’clock. I rushed back to my constituency office (!) to consult the electoral roll
and add the last assentor’s Electoral Number to the Nomination paper.5 There
was just time to catch a bus for the 4-km ride to Uxbridge, and search out the
Elections Office in the Civic Centre.
After a short wait, Mike Liddiard came to lead me through the warren of
offices to one where we were awaited by Jane Thatcher, his fellow Deputy Acting Returning Officer. There were several forms to hand over: the nomination
paper and forms stating my home address, my consent to nomination, and details of my agent (myself). There is a twist with respect to the candidate’s name.
The full name must be stated, but if a candidate is commonly known by some
other name which is not his first and last name, that can be put on the ballot paper. I am William John Tobin and I am commonly known as William Tobin, but
that cannot be put on the ballot paper because William and Tobin are my first
and last names. If I were commonly known as Bill Tobin or John Tobin, those
could go on the ballot. Alexander Boris de Pfeffel Johnson can appear as Boris
Johnson; were his full name Boris Alexander de Pfeffel Johnson he would have
to appear as such. Jonathan David Harvey and David Stephen Hughes can appear on the voting papers as Count Binface and Lord Buckethead, respectively;
5

The Electoral Number appears on each voter’s Election Card. No one can be expected to
have the card to hand, so the candidate must copy the number from the Electoral roll onto the
nomination paper. Since Electoral Numbers begin with postcode-like sequences such as ‘UH2’or
‘UD3,’ the candidate must restrain the subscribers from writing down their postcode
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while Yace Yogenstein can appear as Yace “Interplanetary Time Lord” Yogenstein. That candidates can use the name they’re commonly known by is fair
enough, but it seems illogical to force me to adopt a name I don’t normally use.
Candidates can also ask that their home address does not appear on the ballot
paper. I opted for this, thinking the paper would be simpler, but in the event it
just looked cowardly.
Mike and Jane made their informal check of the nomination paper which
consisted of verifying that the Electoral Number that I had written down for
each subscriber was a real one and that the signatures and optional names in
capitals looked plausibly identical to the ones on the roll. All was in order. I
said that I was now submitting my nomination officially. Mike responded that
I was validly nominated. I wrote that down in my election workbook then and
there! I received written confirmation a day or two later. Getting nominated,
which I had foreseen as problematic, was not. Perhaps six hours of canvassing
had been sufficient.
How different this all was from France! I cannot imagine I could present myself in a French election without having to prove my identity, my date of birth
and my address, and those of my subscribers; but if truth be told, this is because
British election practice dates from a gentler age and ineligible candidates are
rarely a problem.6 UK officialdom is becoming increasingly suspicious of the
citizenry’s honesty, as repeated Home Office scandals show.
When Boris Johnson was first elected in Uxbridge & South Ruislip in 2015
his majority was 10,695. This fell to 5,034 in 2017. There were numerous hopeful predictions, backed up by the changing demographics of the constituency,
that he might lose another 5,661 voters in 2019. There was speculation that he
might assure re-election by jumping to a safer Tory seat.7
Until nominations close, it is possible to withdraw (and get your deposit
back). However the list of the validly-nominated remains secret until nominations have closed. I had no desire to stand in a constituency that was not the
Prime Minister’s, but should he jump seat there would be no way of knowing
this, unless he announced it himself. I asked Mike for a withdrawal form in case
this happened.

6

Kelly Chal was elected in the 2002 New Zealand General Election before her ineligibility as
a non-citizen was appreciated. See Wikipedia
7
E.g. Boris Johnson could abandon London seat to make sure he is re-elected, Metro, 2019
October 30, or Is Boris Johnson set to switch to a safe Norfolk seat? Eastern Daily Press, 2019
October 31
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Mike then dropped a bombshell. I
was not the first Brit living in France to
stand against Boris Johnson on the issue
of the franchise! There had been one in
2015, James (Frank) Jackson. Had I heard
of this and had it submerged into my
subconscious? Is this how I got to know
I could stand even though I could not
vote? It only took a little internet searching to discover that Frank had written an
account of his candidacy, Disenfranchised
– The Diary of a Parliamentary Candidate,8
and to make contact with him. Like me,
he had obtained his ten subscribers by
knocking on doors.9 His Diary is published as one story within a collection entitled Loopholes. This title raises the issue of his and my being able to stand but
not vote. There is a contrast. Many people think it odd, and of course we used
Loopholes: Frank campaigns with the this apparent oddity in our campaigns to
slogan YOU CAN’T COMPLAIN IF attract people’s attention. But standing
YOU DON’T VOTE, BUT YOU CAN and voting are different issues.10 If you
COMPLAIN IF YOU CAN’T
trust the electorate, there is no need to
have candidates approved by some know-all vetting committee. The voters
won’t elect loonies and extremists. In his book Frank wrote “I am at the mercy
of any legislation enacted by the UK government. Why am I, as a British citizen, denied the right to register to vote?” A good question, on which Frank
has pushed the cursor; but at least we have the right to stand. Frank pushed
the cursor on that too. There was initially some uncertainty as to whether he
could, and he encountered practical difficulties such as unsatisfactory access to
the electoral register. These issues are now crystal clear thanks to the Electoral
Commission’s Guides.
Nominated, I wandered central Uxbridge in the gloaming. What a lot of
pubs! It was not yet 5 o’clock, let alone 6, but I over-rode my sense of sin and
8

James Franklyn Jackson, Loopholes: Tales with a Sting in the Tail, available as a Kindle e-book
from Amazon (2016)
9
And had obtained them within one hour!
10
Other examples: (i) The new Scottish Elections (Franchise and Representation) Act (2020),
which allows all appropriately-aged residents of Scotland to vote in Scottish elections, and all
permanent residents to stand; (ii) New Zealand, where all permanent residents can vote in parliamentary elections, but only citizens can stand; (iii) France, where legal issues concerning
candidates are the realm of justice administrative, whereas those concerning electors fall under
justice judiciaire
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We were twelve
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decided to try one called The Good Yarn, primarily because it seemed to have
plenty of patrons. Inside, I couldn’t believe the prices on the pumps. They were
not quite the 8 p per half pint of my student days, but they were surely the prices
for halves, not full pints. Error! Sitting down to enjoy my inexpensive half of
the English bitter beer that I so miss abroad, I looked idly at the menus on the
table. I WAS IN A W ETHERSPOON PUB ! There had been booing a year earlier
when the People’s Vote March passed a Wetherspoon’s near Trafalgar Square,
because the chain’s boss is a vocal Brexiteer. I was punished for drinking before
6 pm – but I had enjoyed a cheap drink.
Nominations closed two days later. Less than two hours afterwards I downloaded the ‘Statement of Persons Nominated’ from the Hillingdon civic website.11 We were twelve. Boris Johnson had not jumped ship.12
Five of the candidates were mainstream (as earlier defined); seven of us were
minority candidates. In due course I would learn more about them and their
platforms.
I could now focus full attention on my campaign.

11

I was embarrassed to discover that the assentors’ names were published, since I had mistakenly told some of them that this information would only be available via personal inspection
at the Civic Centre, as for the returns of election expenses. My apologies
12
It would have been embarrassing to end up like road-safety campaigner LieutenantCommander Bill Boaks. At the 1951 snap General Election he stood in East Walthamstow, mistakenly thinking it was the Prime Minister’s constituency. Clement Attlee’s constituency was in
fact West Walthamstow
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Ministerio de Justicia y Derechos Humanos
Argentina
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4
The campaign
Axel called in at Cherry’s place on his way home after work on Monday November 11. He was manna from heaven! Axel is German by birth, but after many
years in the UK was naturalised British. With this EU background, it is no surprise that he is an enthusiastic volunteer for the3million. He had clear ideas
about what needed to be done to set my campaign going. I followed his prescriptions, and am massively indebted to him.
The message of the campaign was already clear. I wanted to highlight the
three groups of people excluded from the democratic process, and the fact that
they totaled a sizable number. In an election in which Brexit was the over-riding
issue, I did not want people to vote for me;1 but I did want them to press other
candidates to pledge to right this wrong. How best to trumpet this?
First, Axel said a Twitter account was essential. Not because voters would
read it, but because journalists might; and today’s journalists rely heavily on
tweets. (A reason why Donald Trump tweets so much, no doubt.) By the following day, Axel had set up an account for me and gave me a crash course in
twitterspeak – pinned tweets, hashtags, emoticons, retweets ... “Twitter is like
a tamagotchi, it dies if you don’t feed it,” he advised. “Always include a picture when you tweet.” As the person running the3million’s Twitter account, he
saw many articles and postings pertinent to my campaign, and shared them as
tweets on my behalf. I tweeted too, but Axel was much better at it. He kept up
the flow when I was otherwise occupied, most notably at the count on December 12.
1

I was not the only candidate in 2019 not wanting votes – Former Labour MP Ivan Lewis:
Don’t vote for me, vote Tory, The JC, 2019 December 4; Labour candidate says ‘don’t vote for
me’ because of anti-Semitism, Metro, 2019 November 28. Elsewhere, candidates have shunned
votes because of perverse incentives in the electoral system (Spenkuch, J.L., Please Don’t Vote
for Me: Strategic Voting in a Natural Experiment with Perverse Incentives, MPRA Paper No.
38416 [2012]) or because of standing by mistake (‘Don’t vote for me’: The accidental candidate
for Whakatāne District Council, Stuff , 2019 September 27)
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My First Tweet
Second, my flyer needed a radical make-over. I should make more use of
bullet points and emphasize numerical values by putting them at the beginning
of sentences. Sentences should be short and simple, and needn’t contain verbs.
Words should be simple too: “fix” rather than “remedy,” “deserve a say” rather
than “deserve a vote.” Emotions should be appealed to: “have let us down,”
“lives churned up.” The typography should reinforce the message.
Every candidate has the right to ask the Royal Mail to deliver an ‘Election
Communication’ to each elector, or alternatively to every address in the constituency.2 The latter option was the only practical one: I baulked at the idea of
writing or printing the addresses of each of the 70,365 electors in Uxbridge &
South Ruislip. A quick internet search showed that printing an A5 flyer in the
necessary numbers would cost about £500. To finance this, Axel suggested using a crowdfunder, and noted that crowdfunder.co.uk is the most popular one. It
2

The Ministry of Justice foots the bill. A Green Party supporter told me distributing election
flyers is very popular with the posties because they receive 6.8 p per leaflet
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would be several days’ work to arrange an Election Communication, and would
do little to promote my message at the national level, but I felt I owed it to my (!)
electors to tell them what I stood for.
Finally, Axel said I should produce a 60-second ‘elevator pitch’ video setting
out the basics of my campaign. This would be posted on the Twitter account as
a pinned tweet, on the crowdfunder, and perhaps elsewhere.
The next few days were devoted to Axel’s recommendations. The flyer improvements went through several iterations. Cherry, Axel and I brain-stormed
the campaign slogan: Hear us too! Ungag us! Ungag the 7 million! Why can’t
we vote? Fair votes for all! Fair play voting! (A good one, that.) We want
control too! Thrown under the bus! Treated like colonial subjects! Our future
too! Give us a fair go!3 Democracy for us too! We want democracy too! Listen
to us, not Russia! Excluded again! In the end, we adopted “Don’t Vote Tobin
k Let Tobin vote!” as encapsulating key points in few words. (It’s as well my
surname isn’t Cholmondeley-Featherstonehaugh.) There were however some
unexpected downsides, as I shall tell later.
Producing the video took the best part of a day. First I had to write a text.
One minute and 125 words, Axel had said. Well, my stripped down text totalled
176 words and the completed video lasts 88 seconds.
Shooting the video required good light, so Cherry & I moved to the spacious studio Crispian had had built for her in the back garden. Over the years,
Cherry has produced many self-portraits in various guises – as Dylan Thomas,
in Cheever Pool, as Kienholz, in orange shoes, as Robert Recorde, as the last
bard, as William Burroughs, on a Haitian moped pillion, as a Bad Mother, etc.
She was working on a self-portrait showing herself standing on a car roof, with
champagne bottle raised and tie blowing in the wind, encircled on the ground
below by a litter of bodies of people who had been elbowed off the roof. As
a matter of choice as well as practicality, this would be the background for the
video. Cherry was mulling several possible titles, one of which was Self-portrait
as an Old Etonian. Since the Prime Minister went to Eton, the choice was obvious! Cherry duly updated the painting with the black background and light
blue stripes of the Old Etonian tie. I later adopted her paintings – of which Laurence & I are great admirers, and possess several – as the preferred backdrop for
campaign photos.
We first tried shooting using Cherry’s iPad. Neither of us felt knowledgable
enough to edit video files, so it was a matter of shooting in one go. My brain
is too old to memorise 176 words, so I needed a prompt sheet, which initially
3

The kiwi influence breaks through here, a ‘fair go’ being an important element of New
Zealand egalitarianism
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The campaign video. Note the champagne bottle and Old Etonian tie in the
background, which are pokes at Boris Johnson. I would have liked to start with the
Māori greeting ‘Kia ora’ but knew it would not be understood in the UK. Instead I
adopted the antipodean ‘Gid’day’, as in ‘Gid’day, mate.’ Axel subtitled this into the
Queen’s English. https://vimeo.com/373346660
was taped to an easel on the side. Big error! I came over as a swivel-eyed loon.
The only place for a prompt sheet is below. Outside, it was sunny with frequent clouds. We had to wait for the even light of cloudy patches. After over
twenty attempts we finally obtained a satisfactory take – and then discovered it
was more than 100 Mbytes long and impossible to e-mail from the iPad. At this
point Cherry had to leave to teach. Happily, my laptop has a built-in camera
and microphone. With it propped on the easel, I could see myself as I recorded.
The resolution was not as good, but the file size was much smaller.
Axel edited in titles, subtitles, and the campaign slogan. I tried to upload the
completed video to YouTube, but the previous month I had received an e-mail
telling me I had violated YouTube’s Terms of Service. Since I have never uploaded anything to YouTube, this seemed highly improbable, but an e-mail to
the site complaining about interfering in British elections elicited no response.4
Luckily there was another option: vimeo. Axel pinned the video on the Twitter
feed and I added it to the crowdfunder.
For I had set up the crowdfunder. During the regulated period – from the
day I announced my candidature to Election Day, inclusive – all donations must
be recorded and reported, and can only be accepted from permitted sources.
4

My account was restored long after the election
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These include various UK organisations such as companies and trade unions,
which I (correctly) estimated would not donate. Individuals can also give, but
they must be on the UK electoral register. Talk about suppressing dissent! It is
completely unfair that those affected by being disenfranchised are not allowed to contribute to a campaign aimed at giving them the vote. However, an electoral ‘donation’ is only money, goods or services worth more than £50. Since I anticipated
receiving donations from people overseas, I exhorted donors not to give more
than £50. In fact what counts is not when the donor gives but when the candidate receives. Crowdfunder.co.uk campaigns must run for a whole number of
weeks, and only when finished are the donations paid over, less fees. I chose to
run until a week after Election Day and this had the unanticipated advantage
that I did not need to check the eligibility of the two £100 donations received.
Crowdfunder provides two options. You can receive all donations made, which
in general produces smaller sums, or you can set a target and receive nothing if
the target is not met. This is usually more lucrative, but you risk getting nothing. I opted for the former. See Appendix B for more about the money received.
Axel was the first donor. Stout man!
It was now Friday morning and I wanted to go home. My plan was to wage
the campaign remotely from Vannes for a fortnight, and then return to the UK
for the last ten days or so before Election Day. After booking an overnight ferry,
I sent a first e-mail to the press. This was to The Connexion, ‘French News in
English since 2002,’ which appears monthly on paper (and to which I have
long subscribed). It produced immediate results. Early that afternoon an item
appeared on their web-page: ‘Briton in France stands against Boris Johnson,’5
penned by Oliver Rowland, the Connexion journalist who reports on Brexit issues. The article noted that the 15-year rule had been “criticised by the European
Commission . . . [as] ‘tantamount to punishing citizens for having excercised
their free movement’.” The crowdfunder was also mentioned.
That mention was worth money. Back in Vannes the following afternoon
the crowdfunder had already raised £460.6 I had the money to produce a flyer,
and over the next several days Axel & I worked on it, finalizing the design and
producing the necessary cmyk PDF files – with bleeds – for the printer. I chose
Instantprint Ltd. in Rotherham both for being the cheapest and for printing on
the heaviest paper. Axel put the front-side text in order. A couple of years
ago Laurence had immortalised me in a lino-cut. I adapted this for the back.
Everything was in black-and-white, and looked classy like that. However, Instantprint uses 4-colour presses, so it seemed a shame to have no colour at all on
the flyer. I added a cross-band of purple-white-green to the back, thus adopting
the suffragette colours for my campaign. Before the flyer can go to the printer, it
has to be approved by the Royal Mail Election Support Team. The Team checks
5
6

Briton in France stands against Boris Johnson, The Connexion, 2019 November 15
Overall, 13 pledges came via connexionfrance.com, more than from any other source
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Crowdfunder page https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/dontvotetobin
that legal requirements have been met, notably that the flyer is headed ‘Election communication,’ that it contains no commercial advertising, and that it includes the printer’s and promoter’s names and addresses. Approval came about
48 hours later. To guarantee delivery before Election Day, Royal Mail requires
leaflets seven working days in advance; in addition, election material is only ac28
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(continued)
cepted in the morning. I contacted Venise Murray, the Drop-Off Point Manager
at Greenford Mail Center, and booked the final slot, 11-12 am on December 2.
Instantprint also does a check, producing a PDF that shows your artwork as it
will appear once printed. This took a further 24 hours. I was finally able to place
the order.
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ANZAC BISCUITS
180 g rolled oats
180 g flour (Type 55 is good)
180 g dessicated coconut (for good texture
avoid too fine a shred)
180 g brown sugar
11⁄2 heaped teaspoons baking powder
200 g butter
2 tablespoons golden syrup (can fully
or partially substitue molasses
or maple syrup)
Set oven to 150°C.
Mix the dry ingredients.
Melt the butter in the microwave. Add the syrup
which will reduce its viscosity and make it easier to mix. Mix into the dry ingredients.
It should be possible to compress the mixture into balls in the palm of the hand. If too crumbly, add one or two
tablespoons of hot water to the mix.
Use a fork to flatten the balls into biscuits about 8mm thick on a greased baking paper sheet.
Bake until the biscuits have begun to brown (15-25 mins). Shorter times produce chewier biscuits; longer times
crispier ones.
When directly out of the oven the biscuits are still fragile. Let cool for 5-10 mins before transferring to a cooling
rack.
Makes two trays’ worth of biscuits.

I surfed the web to discover a little about the other minority candidates. I discovered democracyclub.org.uk and the associated whocanivotefor.co.uk, which
aim to inform internauts about elections and candidates. I filled in the on-line
forms about my stance. One question asked me to name my favourite biscuit.
As a New Zealander, I could but reply ‘ANZAC.’ Later, whocanivotefor would
display details about the other candidates.

Lord Buckethead outside Uxbridge
tube station. From @LordBuckethead
7

The newspapers were already talking
about two purported time travellers, Lord
Buckethead, the Official Monster Raving
Loony Party candidate, and Count Binface,
who, before he renounced his peerage,
was a previous incarnation of Lord Buckethead.7 (Google them!) I was intrigued
by Norma Burke from Dublin. Was she an
Irish national, exerting her right to stand?
It seemed probable. A woman of this
name, known also as Bunty TwuntingdonMcFuff, had pitched to be nominated by

E.g. Lord Buckethead is dead. . . long live Count Binface! Mail Online, 2019 November 14
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the Dublin City Council for the Presidency of Ireland in 2018. Norma Burke
sounded like a pretty common Irish name. Was this the same lady? Whoever
she was, Norma and I were not the most distant overseas candidates. The Brexit
Party sported one living 14,500 km away in Fremantle, Australia.8
It was easy to discover that Bobby
“Elmo” Smith was a serial minority candidate who dresses up as the Sesame Street
muppet character Elmo.9 For many years
he has stood in elections to raise awareness of fathers’ rights. In 2019 he was
also highlighting the UK male suicide rate,
which is four times greater than for females.
His is exactly the sort of make-a-point campaign that I approve of. . . and was emulating.
With Elmo at the count
Of candidates Alfie John Utting and
Yace “Interplanetary Time Lord” Yogenstein I could discover little. If the former was the Alfie Utting with a LinkedIn profile, he worked for Unomay, a
company providing “algorithmic monitoring for the modern data center.” Intriguingly, he headed his LinkedIn page with Manhood, one of the four Voyage
of Life sequence of oils painted by the American artist Thomas Cole in 1842. I
had seen the original only the previous month in the National Gallery of Art
in Washington, DC.10 Yace Yogenstein is a sufficiently rare name that I believed
Google when it told me that he works as a freelance translator. He has lived
in the United States and Hungary. As an “Interplanetary Time Lord” he was
obviously a third time traveller.
Whocanivotefor listed two hustings in the constituency. One, organised by
the National Association of Head Teachers, aimed to explore candidates’ views
on educational issues. It does not appear to have happened. Certainly my e-mail
to the organisers got no response. The other was organised by Yiewsley Baptist
Church, which has held hustings for several years now. Very conveniently, the
Church is located just across the road from Cherry’s house. The pastor, Rich
Blake-Lobb, replied speedily to my e-mail. Alarmingly, there would only be
five top-table places available for the twelve candidates, and they would be reserved for the candidates of the five parties that scored most votes at the 2017
election – Conservative, Labour, LibDem, Green & UKIP. If any of these candidates failed to turn up, the places would be allocated by lot among such of the
8

Ed Punchard, in Tynemouth constituency. E.g. Brexit Party parliamentary candidate for
Tynemouth revealed – and he lives in Australia, ChronicleLive, 2019 November 14
9
E.g. Wikipedia, Facebook
10
https://www.nga.gov/collection/art-object-page.52452.html
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Who in Cheltenham was so interested in me?
other seven candidates who were present. Nevertheless, all candidates present
would have two minutes to outline their ideas.
Sitting behind my keyboard in Vannes I converted the web page I had created for the parliamentary petition in 2016 into one more suited to an election
campaign. The web page was very rudimentary, being written directly in HTML
(see Appendix C), but I put the basics of my campaign on it as well as downloads of self-print posters.11 Also included were those media mentions I became
aware of,12 which for me was also a way of keeping track of them. The page included a ClustrMaps.com page-traffic monitor. In November and December the
site received almost 1,300 pageviews, so it was clearly of some interest. Intriguingly, there was a large amount of page-viewing from Cheltenham during the
last fortnight of the campaign, with two earlier views, one even before nominations
had closed. When I mentioned this to my lawyer friend David, his immediate
thought was the same as mine. Was this GCHQ keeping track of me? I would
expect the security services to investigate candidates standing against senior
members of the Government in case any of us have murderous intent; but if this
is what it was, I am surprised that GCHQ does not hide its location behind fiddled IP numbers. In any case, whoever was so interested in me was not an avid
crowdfunder following a protégé. No donations came from Cheltenham.
I aimed now for contact with journalists. Some articles appeared unprompted,
based on the material that was on line. First off the mark was Euronews, ‘Eu11

Election posters must include details of the printer and promoter. The Electoral Commission
Guides do not consider the case of self-print posters. I adopted “Printed by user”
12
Essentially via Google searches
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Two tweets copied by the media. (Left) By Euronews. (Right) By the Swiss news site
nau.ch. I’m pictured in front of another of Cherry’s paintings. The tie is not from
Eton, but Emmanuel College, Cambridge
rope’s number one news channel.’ On November 17, this outlet devoted two
paragraphs to me in an item titled ‘Boris versus Binface: The barmy battles in
Britain’s “Brexit Election”.’ One of my tweets (well, actually, one of Axel’s) was
included, showing how right Axel was to say that Twitter is the way to speak to
journalists.
The item reappeared in Spanish on the shadowy Fear Free News website, apparently having been pirated. Did this appropriation prove fatal? There was
no further activity on that website, which has since disappeared. A few days
later, I was mentioned at slightly greater length by French Entrée, ‘First for Buying Property & Living in France,‘ and Notes from the UK, ‘Exploring the spidery
corners of a culture and the weird stuff that tourist brochures ignore.’
Just before I left London Axel had called in again at Yiewsley, and during his visit had had a long ‘phone call with the German branch of Agence
France Presse. The upshot was two paragraphs in each of three German and
two Swiss media. The journalists personalised the AFP dispatch with new titles
and screenshots from Twitter – again emphasising the importance of tweets.
Axel also put Claudia Delpho on to me. Claudia runs Europe Street News, a
London-based web site devoted to the complexities of Brexit. We spoke for an
hour on the ‘phone, and she profiled me wonderfully. The subheadings give a
flavour of her piece: ‘Feeling like a suffragette,’ ‘Starting the campaign,’ ‘A reform of the electoral law,’ ‘The example of New Zealand,’ ‘Zero votes a success.’
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Axel had less luck with James O’Brien
of LBC Radio (‘Leading Britain’s Conversation’) and others. One strange
response was that during election
‘purdah’ journalists couldn’t favour
one minority candidate over another
with an interview.13 Many journalists
had no such scruples, reporting Lord
Buckethead and Count Binface without interviewing me.
Axel was pushing my cause with
his media contacts, but a concurrent
line of attack was to exploit personal connexions. Laurence & I have
known Nono since the 1980s.
A
lycée philosophy teacher and husband
of an even longer-standing friend,
Nono branched out into cartooning.
Most days he produces a cartoon
for Le Télégramme, one of Brittany’s
daily newspapers. He passed my
details on to the newspaper, and
very soon one of their journalists,
Jérôme Bouin, came to the house.
Jérôme gave me the full works: he
interviewed me, he photographed me
under the southern sky that decorates
my office,14 he videoed me in the even
light of the garden. Within a couNewspaper billboards near the Porte Saint
ple of days I was on-line (tweets inVincent in Vannes
cluded), on advertising boards outside newsagents, and on the front page as a teaser to a full article inside.
From Europe Street News, in front of
Cherry’s painting of Edinburgh Castle

Vannes friends architectural-photographer Gaëlle Le Boulicot and formeractor Jeremy Callaghan freelance for Madame Figaro, the week-end colour supplement attached to the right-of-centre Le Figaro newspaper. Le Figaro’s political
outlook is rarely mine, but I do admire the paper’s stylish typography. Gaëlle
and Jeremy provided some contacts in the French media. Radio France and Liberation gave no response, but Le Figaro made contact, as I will relate later. Cousin
Matthew suggested the BBC’s Nick Watt as the cousin of one of his ex-partners
13

This seems pretty weak. There are election spending caps to ensure that richer candidates
do not grossly outspend the poorer ones. Why does this equality not apply to media reports?
14
Tobin, W., Under Capricorn – Under Cancer, Southern Stars, 50, (3) 3-9 & covers (2011)
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Above the masthead
in his GP practice, but he had no contact details. Nor could I find any, but that
was perhaps because I got confused and thought Mr Watt still worked for The
Guardian. In any case, I was to discover that most high-profile journalists keep a
very low profile, no doubt to avoid solicitations like mine. My younger daughter Melanie is working for the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. She
has a British colleague, Kathy – who, small world, attended Stockport Grammar
School, now that it’s co-educational. Kathy contacted a journalist friend working for ITV News, Paul Brand, but this led nowhere.
However, some journalists took the initiative to contact me, in many cases
through Twitter.15 Jacob Phillips of the Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times was one.
His article, ‘Don’t vote for me, says Boris Johnson’s election rival,’ appeared in
four south-west London local papers. Another was Thomas Paga of FR2, one
of the main French TV channels. He had seen the article in Le Télégramme and
had persuaded his colleagues to run a piece about me on the main 8 pm news
on the eve of Election Day. The idea was that he would come from Rennes
to film me, and then colleagues from FR2’s London office would do the same
once I was back in the UK. By this time I had thought some more about the
flyers. Royal Mail required that they be banded into packs of one hundred,
packed in boxes or bags weighing less than 11 kg, and labelled in appropriate
15

Contact requests are hidden away on Twitter. Happily, Axel was monitoring the account
and advised me of them by text message
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8.30 in the morning
numbers for each of the five Delivery Offices in the constituency.16 Cherry was
willing to take delivery of the flyers on the Friday, November 29. If I returned
to Yiewsley on the Saturday, I had thought I could repack them on the Sunday
to be ready to take them to the Greenford Mail Centre the following morning.
On reflection, this seemed far too optimistic, with no margin for upsets such as a
delayed delivery from the printer. So I had booked travel to London for Tuesday,
November 26, the day following Thomas’s call, leaving from the Vannes railway
station at 10.27 am.
Thomas was undeterred. He and his camerawoman Aurelie Janssens left
Rennes at 7 am, arriving at the house in Vannes at 8.15. Laurence & I were interviewed. I was filmed packing election badges that I had had made by a firm
in Nantes, as well as a rosette and sash that Laurence had sewed in suffragette
colours. The sash was inspired both by the suffragettes, who often wore sashes,
but also by France. French mayors wear three-striped sashes on occasions both
formal and informal, such as when marrying people or leading demonstrations.
The sash proved to be a masterstroke, because wearing it made me easily identifiable as a candidate. Thomas & Aurelie filmed me walking along a rainy Rabine
(the area around Vannes’ old port). They then drove me to the station, where
after coffee at the expense of FR2, they filmed me boarding the train. An adventure that would continue in London the following week.
I discovered the power of communication when promoting my petition to
Parliament in 2016. It had been put on-line on September 9. I had been adding
16

The Delivery Offices of Pinner (200 leaflets), Ruislip (14,600), Hayes (300), Northolt (700)
and Uxbridge (31,900)
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Growth of support for Petition 166615 2016-17
reader comments linking to it whenever I saw a pertinent newspaper article,
predominantly in The Guardian and The Independent. This had only attracted
about a hundred signatures. Then suddenly, on November 8, signatures started
to pour in, until they plateaued a few days later at about a thousand more. Obviously I had been mentioned somewhere influential. Facebook, perhaps? I
joined Facebook groups and posted on them. This was considerably more effective then commenting on newspaper articles, but the rise was still relatively
slow until another mysterious burst, of about 3,000 this time, starting on January
30. Both bursts were mirrored by proportionate rises in support from British citizens in EU countries outside the UK. To this day neither I nor Google know
what caused the two bursts. Since parliamentary petitions are signed on-line,
the cause must surely have been something on-line with European reach, but
not something indexed by Google. What am I missing? Podcasts? Concerning
my parliamentary campaign, I posted on about thirty Facebook groups which
took quite some time. Although some posts received numerous likes ♥♥♥ (particulary Nono’s cartoon, to which I will come soon), users did not forward my
posts in significant numbers. Only two crowdfunder donations sourced from
Facebook.
I also e-mailed friends and acquaintances. I received some heart-warming
replies. “Yes, you are clearly mad Will,” responded Steve, ”but in a very good
way. I have nothing but admiration for this gesture of defiance, and so felt com37
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pelled to contribute a little to your leaflet fund. I fear you are unlikely to see
your £500 deposit back ... but (as they might say in Vannes) tous les dons sont les
bienvenues. In fact, it all smacks of a stereotypically English piece of eccentricity, and they therefore should give you your vote back on the strength of that!”
”Fantastic, William, I feel like giving you a massive hug, it’s just wonderful!”
said Rosie. ”I will indeed spread the news of your campaign...”
Back in Yiewsley on the Wednesday morning I was awaiting delivery of the
50,000 flyers when a couple of ‘phone calls came in. One was from a film maker
planning a mini-documentary, The Non-Election, which would focus on minority
candidates. Count Binface and Norma Burke had agreed to participate – would
I? Indeed I would, but I heard no more from him. Another was from Arnaud de
La Grange, Le Figaro’s UK & Ireland correspondent. He was coming to Uxbridge
later that morning. Could I meet him, in the Crown & Treaty pub? I could provided the flyers arrived. Arnaud suggested that we could talk by telephone
instead, but I sensed that a face-to-face meeting would be better, and indeed it
was. Happily, the flyers arrived minutes after Arnaud’s call. Following a quick
check of them, I was able to meet him around mid-day. We had a very pleasant
lunch at the newspaper’s expense. Arnaud had only recently arrived in London. Previously he had been Le Figaro’s correspondent in the far east. When I
mentioned the EU as a peace project, he added that Chinese-Japanese-Korean
mistrust and enmity persist 75 years after the end of World War II. Asian observers admire the way that Europeans have been able to quench these feelings
through cooperation and union. United in diversity!
I walked Arnaud back to the tube station. Waiting for a pedestrian signal we
talked to a young man called Kully who said he wouldn’t be voting on December 12. “I’m sick of voting and then having nothing change,” he told us. “In any
case, they all lie...”
The Uxbridge tube station is fronted by a large forecourt which was as good
a place as any to confront the people of the constituency. I told Arnaud I would
distribute a few of the newly-arrived flyers. I donned my rosette and sash.
“Don’t vote for me!” I proclaimed in a loud voice. “I’m on the ballot paper
on December 12, but I don’t want your vote. But I do want to be able to vote
myself.” Arnaud commented on my addressing the passers-by: “Il faut avoir
du culot.” It was cold and rainy. I obtained a few smiles, but most people hurried on, wanting to escape both candidate and weather. I did manage to talk
to a gentleman with a leg in plaster, sheltering under the station entrance in his
wheel-chair. He didn’t think he’d be voting on December 12 either, but on account of the difficulty of getting to the polling station. I said when I was young
political parties arranged transport. “Not any more,” he lamented. I said that
without a vote on my own future I felt I was treated like a colonial citizen. That
raised a chuckle with his accompanying friend, who was of Indian descent. At
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Campaign flyer (final version) printed in 50,000 examples (recto)
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(verso)
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this point the cold and deadlines got the better of Arnaud, who excused himself to take
the tube back to London in order to write his
piece.
It was intriguing to see his article, which
appeared the next day, as an insight into
the journalist’s craft. Much of it had been
planned in advance from what was already
in the public prints. The visit to Uxbridge
had been to add local colour. “If we recognise great events of history because the bizarre rubs shoulders with the tragic,” the article began, ”then the battle for Uxbridge
promises to be remembered...” This led to Buckethead and Binface before delving into the
chances of Ali Milani, the Labour contender
and Johnson’s most dangerous opponent. I
understood Arnaud’s insistence that we meet
at the Crown & Treaty.17 He mentioned it
as the place where Roundheads and Cavaliers had met for fruitless talks in the winter of 1645. A retired insurance agent met
drinking there before I arrived was quoted,
as was Kully. The last two paragraphs were
devoted to me. “On a central-city pedestrianised street, a strange candidate cries out
...
not to vote for him. . . .
The man
is in no way crazy, however. . . ” A kind remark!
The A5 campaign leaflets had turned out
very nicely. I spent the afternoon beginning the
repack according to Royal Mail requirements.
It seemed simplest to put them in sacks rather
Le Figaro, 2019 November 28 than boxes. I am sure sacks are available in London, but time was tight and it was easier to buy
the necessary 27 sacs de gravats in Vannes and bring them with me, along with
pre-prepared labels, etc., and scales to weigh the flyers. One hundred weighed
486 grammes. Cherry was in Wales. The following day she returned and along
with friends David & Sophie we finished the repacking, fortified by good supplies of coffee. The repacked flyers weighed almost a quarter of a tonne, which
17

Arnaud was not the only journalist to select the Crown & Treaty. E.g. ‘He’s got a battle on
his hands’: could Uxbridge unseat Boris Johnson? The Guardian, 2019 November 3
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The 50,000 Electoral communications, as delivered in boxes weighing about 30 kg each,
and repacked into 27 labelled bags, none weighing more than 11 kg
was too much for the suspension of Cherry’s aging car. A couple of days later I
booked Richard, a man with a van, for the transport to the Greenford Mail Centre.
The leaflets contained an error, but on the day they were delivered the Welsh
Assembly (the Senadd) rode to my rescue. The flyer stated that 16 & 17-year
olds could vote in Welsh elections. This was incorrect, but on November 27
the Senedd & Elections (Wales) Bill passed its final stage and has since received
Royal Assent and become law.18 This legislation lowered the minimum voting
age for Welsh Assembly elections to 16. My flyer was still mistaken, but less so.
Phew!
It had been necessary to return to the UK to deal with the flyers, but I was
now essentially ready for Monday morning and the Mail Centre. I took an
overnight coach to spend 48 hours with Laurence in our small pied-à-terre in
Paris, where dinners with a nephew, and with old friends, had long been in the
diary.
The Guardian had published an opinion piece by Ali Milani: “I am standing
against Boris Johnson. Why won’t he debate me? The PM’s refusal to take part
in debates is symptomatic of his behaviour as an MP since he was parachuted
into our seat.”19 This was part of Milani’s campaign to emphasize his status as
the local lad. I immediately responded with my own opinion piece, subheaded
“French resident William Tobin explains why he’s standing against Boris Johnson in December’s election, but doesn’t want anyone’s vote.” The Guardian did
not print it. From Paris and during the following days I sent my opinion piece to
several more newspapers, not forgetting those outside England: The Scotsman,
18
19

Senedd & Elections (Wales) Act 2020. Royal assent was given on 2020 January 15
I am standing against Boris Johnson, The Guardian, 2019 November 28
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On the front page again
The Western Mail, The Belfast Telegraph and, thinking of Norma Burke, The Irish
Times.20 As far as I am aware, the only paper that published it was The New European, heavily edited, but with a banner headline as the first item on its letters
page.
The 8.15 am Eurostar back to London on the Sunday morning was by far the
cheapest. Passing through the Eurostar terminal at the Gare du Nord, there was
a hefty stack of December’s The Connexion in the newsagents. It was not only
with Le Télégramme that I was a front-page teaser!
After the People’s Vote March in 2018 I had left my home-made placard in
Paris. I took out my paints to update it, and brought it with me to London on
the Sunday. Thinking it desirable to meet more of my fellow citizens, and with
a message that was for the whole country, not just Uxbridge & South Ruislip, I
arranged to go directly from the Eurostar to meet Cherry at Speakers’ Corner.
There was a small hiccup. I found where a couple of chained-down soapboxes
and several notice boards announced a grey and chilly expanse of tarmac as
Speakers’ Corner, but there was no sign of Cherry. In fact, she was 50 metres
to the south, which was where the orators actually were. They were not stupid,
since that area was in direct sunlight, and on a chilly December 1st every bit of
warmth was welcome. I pleaded my cause for a little while. That day, and on
the following Sunday when I went back, I discovered that many in the crowd
were not at Speakers’ Corner to listen or debate. They were there to propound
without interruption their own opinions, which were often as bizarre as those
20

Other media were The Huffington Post UK, The Cambridge Evening News, The Times, The Sunday Times, PMP Magazine, Reuters
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At Speakers’ Corner, Hyde Park
expressed by the individuals mounted on soapboxes or folding steps. Others
in the crowd collected election memorabilia, and cadged my campaign badge.
It was not long before the cold drove Cherry and me into the nearest coffee shop.
Cartoonist-friend Nono offered to draw something for my campaign. We
brainstormed a theme. Obviously I would feature with Boris Johnson, but in
what way, and with what words? Something derived from the Conservatives’
“Get Brexit Done” campaign slogan? “How would my hair look in dreadlocks?
– Get Braid-It done!” “Led by Donkeys.21 – Get Bray-It Done!” “My wonderful leadership! – Get Brag-It done!” “Sunny Uplands! – Get Dream-It done!”
“Stop Brexit! – Get Brick-It Done!” Ultimately it was Cherry’s daughter Rose
who found the right formula, over a dinner at Pizza Express. No wonder she
works for a publicity agency! Nono’s cartoon was much admired on Facebook,
and has given a title to these pages.
On the Monday Richard turned up with his van bang on time. An hour later,
the flyers were in the hands of the Greenford Mail Centre. This was quite a relief. It was the final thing in my campaign about which I had any anxiety. From
now on, things might go better or worse, but nothing could fall through. I was
validly nominated, and the crowd-funded flyers were on their way. They began
appearing through letterboxes a couple of days later.

21

A reference to the Led by Donkeys campaign which hired advertising hoardings to remind
the voters of statements and promises made by prominent Brexiteers, such as “There will be no
downside to Brexit, only a considerable upside” (D. Davis) or “The Free Trade Agreement that
we will do with the European Union should be one of the easiest in human history” (L. Fox)
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Nono’s cartoon, based on a theme devised by Rose Pickles
Richard had left the Mail
Centre as soon as the flyers
had been unloaded. I had to
sign some papers, and then it
was a short walk in bright sun,
tube to South Ruislip and bus
back to Yiewsley. I was glad
to discover more of the constituency, described by The New
Statesman as “odd and divided
. . . amorphous, heterogeneous
...
To the north it is solid
Tory; to the south . . .
it is
solid Labour. Uxbridge is in
the middle, geographically and
politically.”22 The bus trundled
through some of the northern,
swankier parts.
An appreciative tweet from an elector
22

Earlier bus trips had shown
me the poorer south, character-

The plot against the Prime Minister, New Statesman, 2019 November 13
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ized by Al Jazeera as “. . . rough around the edges and down on its luck ...” I
had passed Hillingdon Hospital – a local election issue – and Brunel University,
where Ali Milani had been Student Union president, and where the count would
be held. Study of the map (p. 10) showed the constituency’s west flank lies
roughly midway between the River Colne and the M25. The southern boundary is the rail line serving West Drayton station, my link to the wider world. A
little further south are the M4 motorway, and Heathrow Airport. The third runway is a contentious issue with a vocal opposition nationally, but not everyone
in Uxbridge & South Ruislip is opposed because many work at the airport, and
there is little noise nuisance – flight paths are predominantly east-west. Boris
Johnson had promised to block runway construction by lying down in front of
the bulldozers, but caught between two stools he had scarpered to Afghanistan
on the day of a crucial vote on Heathrow expansion in the Commons. Much was
being made of the changing demographics, but from my bus windows it looked
like there was a lot of stereotypically Conservative-voting territory in Uxbridge
& South Ruislip. Commentators noted that even if Johnson’s lack of attention
to the constituency was resented, many were proud of the glory reflected from
having the Prime Minister as their MP.
Back in Yiewsley I was interviewed
by Orsolya Balàzs. She’s an EU student, from Hungary, at Brunel University. Orsolya is a masters student in
journalism and her assignment was to
write about the minority candidates.
In her report, she noted that my constituency office was a “friend’s kitchen.”
I hadn’t quite thought of it this way,
but it was a fair-enough characterization.
The next major event was the
Yiewsley Baptist Church’s hustings. I
contacted Thomas Paga and suggested
this would be a good opportunity for
FR2’s London team to finish off their TV
report. There was the problem that I
might only get to speak for two minutes, and in addition the fact that it Showing off Laurence’s sash and rosette
❳❳
✘
✘❳
was the Prime Minister’s constituency
✘❳
in the electoral ✘
kitchen
office
meant that Rich Blake-Lobb, the organiser, was swamped by media requests. The church-hall venue was relatively
small and could only accommodate a limited number of TV crews. FR2 could
film me outside, but would have to rely on ‘pool’ footage from Al Jazeera for
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At the hustings: (left) Mark Kier, Count Binface, William Tobin (from
@CountBinface); (right) Laura Kalmas, from France 2’s London office, finally inside
the venue
events inside. FR2 reporters are made of stern stuff, however, and were undeterred.23 Laura Kalmas and Nic Boothby from the London office turned up
at Cherry’s house shortly before the hustings were due to start. We wandered
across Colham Avenue to the Church complex and were surprised to be greeted
in the street by other reporters and Heathrow protesters. Laura and Nic filmed
me a little and then said they would hang around outside. This proved to be a
savvy decision, no doubt based on experience.
About a fortnight earlier Boris Johnson had announced he would not be
attending. Inside, he was indeed absent, as was the LibDem candidate, Jo
Humphreys. I was not completely surprised by her absence. Her candidacy
had been announced at the last moment after the designated candidate, Elizabeth Evendon-Kenyon, had withdrawn on account of illness in her entourage.
“Politics is not a game,” she wrote announcing her decision, adding ”This is not
about history” (a jibe at Johnson, no doubt). ”It is about standing for thousands
of people, and embracing their hopes, worries, fears and weaknesses.”24 Hear!
Hear!
There were thus two vacant places at the hustings table and we were three
minority candidates present: myself, Count Binface and Alfie Utting. We drew
straws and Alfie Utting was eliminated. Mr Utting seemed a personable young
man and I felt sorry for him. So as not to cloud my message, I had decided
only to answer questions concerning voting rights and the sub-issues of electoral reform and Brexit. I suggested that he should be allowed to answer when I
was remaining mute. However Pastor Blake-Lobb was unwilling to change the
23

The most indomitable of them all is Maryse Burgot, a Breton, who pops up in all the world’s
worst places
24
Lib Dem challenger in Boris Johnson’s constituency steps down from election race, New
European, 2019 November 12
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rules.25 My sympathy was attenuated when I discovered that Mr Utting was
actually an ultra-hard Brexiteer who was standing because he thought Boris
Johnson and the UKIP candidate were too soft. One of his supporters appeared
in the final FR2 item, saying that he thought it was “crazy” that I could stand,
adding the doubly-inaccurate remark “he has no links here, it’s twenty years
since he left the country.” But so little of what Brexiteers have said has been accurate.
For me, Count Binface was the surprise of the evening. He often poked fun.
“The Conservatives promise 20,000 new police officers. I promise 20,001. ...
Nationalise the model railways. ... Any Czechs on the Irish border should be
allowed to stay there.” If elected, he promised to reposition the hand dryer in
the gents’ toilet in the Crown & Treaty. However, he had many telling things
to say. “The voting age to be lowered to 16 (coupled with a maximum of 80).”
Supporters recorded him, so selected remarks are immortalised on YouTube. “I
support wholeheartedly the democratic process in Hong Kong. What they are
doing is incredibly brave in the face of strong resistance from the police.” . . . “I
wanted to prove that in the 21st century, at a time when things are heightened
and our politics has become toxic in many ways, that it is still possible to show
that unique British sense of humour to the world.” And on the new polymer
banknotes26 and the dwindling number of ATM machines: “What’s the point
of having the new money (21⁄2 times more durable, I might add) if you can’t
bloody get some?” Binface had an excellent campaign slogan – “Make your vote
Count!” As my friend David commented, “In the face of absurd politics, good
old Britsh subversive humour fights back.”
Members of the public had had to book a ticket to attend the hustings, and
all the places had been allocated. With the Prime Minister’s absence announced
in advance, about half the audience did not turn up. A number of journalists
soon left, including the Al Jazeera crew. Laura and Nic were able to gain entry.
They had been wise to wait. Among other reporters with staying power was
Barbara Wesel from Deutsche Welle. Her report, ‘Wo ist Boris Johnson?’ available
in German, English, Italian and Polish, provided an acerbic evaluation of some
of us candidates. Alfie Utting wants “a no-deal, hard Brexit under WTO rules –
even if he isn’t quite sure what that is” . . . “the somewhat eccentric candidate
for the Green Party” . . . “the elderly Brexiteer UKIP candidate can barely get
a straight sentence out.” Milani was “earnest and keen.” Binface and I came
out best. “Binface and Tobin both voice criticism of the system, but in different
ways.”
The FR2 report was touching. It had been planned for the main evening
news on December 11. But nothing is certain in a newsroom. That day the news
25

In an e-mail a few days later he agreed that the question needed reconsideration
The Bank of England began issuing polymer notes in 2016. Polymer notes were first issued
in New Zealand in 1999
26
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“son look de Sherlock Holmes”
in France was dominated by the government unveiling major pension reforms.
The report about me aired at lunch time on Election Day, December 12. There
was a little gentle mockery with remarks about my “leger accent” and my “look
de Sherlock Holmes,” but I realized my attachment to France when “c’est le plus
français des candidats anglais” made me glow with pleasure. From the footage
filmed in Vannes, I was particularly pleased that FR2 retained “C’est chez moi ici,
et en partie c’est chez moi parce que c’est l’Europe. Ça va devenir un pays étranger psychologiquement s’il y ait Brexit, et je n’aime pas du tout ça.” My 21⁄2 minutes of fame
finished with a man outside Yiewsley Baptist Church. “He’s got a really strong
message,” he said of me. “He makes me think of my grandfather. I wanted to
give him a hug.”
The hustings were the last external event until Election Day. I went off the
following afternoon to spend a very pleasant evening with Monique, her husband Rob, and my cousin Matthew who had been in central London for a reunion. Monique regretted that there seemed no end to the problems Brexit was
causing for EU citizens in the UK. Back in Yiewsley on the Saturday I received
some sad news. Cherry had returned to Wales for a meeting with her brothers to
discuss their poorly mother. She telephoned in great distress. Her mother had
died a little after midnight. I offered to find a bed elsewhere, but she replied
that I and my campaign provided a welcome distraction. A couple of days later
her son Joe flew back from his teaching job in China to be with her and Rose.
Boris Johnson raised my blood pressure twice in the last week of the campaign. The Labour Party manifesto was promising to ”oversee the largest
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extension of the the franchise in generations, reducing the voting age to 16, giving full voting rights
to all UK residents...” The manifesto was also proposing to obtain a “sensible” EU exit deal, “and within
six months, we will put that deal to a public vote
alongside the option to remain.” Given the six month
time-limit, it is by no means clear that the Labour
Party was pledging to an extended franchise in this
third Europe referendum.
Undaunted by this, and
picking only on EU citizens, Johnson wrote an undated letter27 (described by the gutter press as “furious”) to Jeremy Corbyn.
“Your manifesto sets out
plans to fiddle your second referendum on Brexit,” the
Leader of the Conservative Party wrote. “You want
to give two million EU nationals the vote. . . This is
a sly attempt to undermine the result of the 2016 referendum, and is profoundly undemocratic. No true
democrat . . .
could support your attempt to undermine the result of a democratically expressed vote.
. . . It would alienate millions who already feel disenfranchised and ignored by our political system.” Well,
Mr Johnson, what about we 7 million who really
are disenfrachised by the political system?
Do you
think we feel unalienated, enfranchised and listened
to?
The second cause of hypertension was an interview with
Sophy Ridge on Sunday on the Sky News TV channel on December 8.28 One remark the Prime Minister made was reported by The Times,29 and then widely repeated and condemned. This utterance was along the lines that EU migrants have been able to “treat the UK as if it’s part of their
own country” for too long. Well, that is exactly the point
of the EU. Pre-Brexit, I certainly thought of France as ‘part
of my own country,’ as chez moi, until the Conservatives,
having driven me from the UK, stripped this from me too.
No wonder a lot of blood pressures went up! I hate to defend Boris Johnson, but looking at the original interview as
Evening Standard
I write these lines three months later, I find that The Times
2019 December 5
was guilty of misrepresentation. The Leader of the Con27

Jeremy Corbin’s plans to rig a second EU referendum, vote.conservatives.com
Sophie Ridge on Sunday, 2019 December 8
29
Boris Johnson vows end to migrants ‘treating Britain as their own,’ The Times, 2019 December 9
28
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servative Party was actually talking in the context of border control, not about
migrants once in the UK. His actual words were “I’m not hostile to immigration.
. . . you’ve seen quite a large number of people coming in from the whole of the
EU . . . able to treat the UK as though it’s basically part of their own country,
and the problem with that [is] there’s been no control at all.” The final phrase is
disingenuous, however. EU ‘free movement’ is not that free, with requirements
that intra-EU migrants must be self-sufficient one way or another, at least for the
initial five years. The UK chose not to enforce the self-sufficiency requirement.
Once in the country, migrants should jolly well treat the UK as their own, and
vice versa (voting included!)
The remaining time until December 12 was spent trying to spread the word
to more news outlets. It would be tedious to provide details. Success was paltry. I did manage a brief mention in The Londoner gossip column of the Evening
Standard, a free London newspaper (circulation 850,000, readership 1.2 million,
nevertheless).
Communication with the electors was not all one-way. My flyer provoked
responses. Two letters reached me in France. In both cases the flyer was returned, overwritten. “So, to what extent are you disenfranchised under French
law in Vannes and how will your status change at the UK’s departure from the
EU?” one man very-reasonably enquired. I responded with a long letter, because the answers are not simple. My correspondent replied “I have taken the
opportunity to forward your letter to Boris, and demand some answers from
HIM (I am fed up with addressing anything to those awful Conservatives in
Harefield Road, from whom I NEVER get any answers!) I will keep you posted
but I feel its inevitable destination will be the WPB, once more!” However, my
correspondent was no lover of the EU, which he characterized as “that awful
lot over the Channel who call themselves a ‘Union’!” On a brighter note, he
concluded with wishes for a Happy New Year. The other missive was anonymous and despite having been sent in an unstamped envelope arrived safely.
My shadowy correspondent informed me that “YOU GAVE UP YOUR RIGHT
TO VOTE IN BRITAIN WHEN YOU MOVED TO FRANCE!” An e-mail correspondent called Pat expressed a similar view. “I don’t believe, for one second,
that you have the right to vote in this election, you have left this country as such
you have surrendered your right to have a say in how it’s managed. . . . If you
and your ex-pats (and foreigners, and God forbid 16 year olds) were given the
vote we would have ignored the 17.4 million people who regard Brussels as a
prison and would be forced to remain in the EUSSR.” This implicit admission
that the 2016 referendum would have gone the other way had we 7 million been
enfranchised was telling. In their hearts, Brexiteers know the referendum result
isn’t legitimate.
MIND, the mental health charity, e-mailed with tips to help me look after
my well-being during the campaign. I am pleased to say that as a minority can51
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As the citizenry passes by, I am videoed by Dutch journalist John Spijkerman. He has
chosen a viewpoint that backgrounds me with the iconic tube station
didate unfortunately out of the public eye, my well-being was not a problem.
But for those at the forefront who have been subject to public abuse and attack,
MIND noted “many MPs have spoken out about the impact the current political climate has had on their own mental health, and that of their staff.” On a
similar theme, there were a number of e-mails from the police, telling me what
to do if attacked. But by far the largest number of messages received, over one
hundred, were from members of special-interest groups seeking my endorsement for issues that included (in no particular order) mental health, young people’s mental health, children, deaf children, torture, the terminally ill & assisted
dying, fox hunting, active transport (walking, cycling, etc.), better trains, pubs
& beer, older folks, humanism, pancreatic cancer, motor neurone disease, animals and farm animals, plumbers, fair trade & trade deals, fracking, problem
debts, London’s green spaces, Parkinson’s disease, the climate crisis, the countryside, persecuted Christians, the NHS, nuclear disarmament, carers’ rights,
sexual health, future generations, social enterprises, food banks, native woods
& trees, and Israel. My response was the same as at the hustings. Many of
these issues are close to my heart (and as someone with cancer, terminal illness
& assisted dying are of particular relevance), but I did not wish to give any endorsements so as not to detract from my message concerning voting rights.
On the morning before the election, December 11, Cherry, Joe & I decided
to have a swim at the Hillingdon Sports & Leisure Complex in Uxbridge. Exercised and refreshed, we went into Uxbridge for a coffee. (Unlike the Uxbridge
suburbs, it is easy to park in one of the multi-storey car parks in the town centre.) Journalists were milling around on the paved area outside the tube station.
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Being interviewed by Jesper Nordhal Finsveen, reporter for the Norwegian Dagbladet.
I was not the only candidate loitering outside the tube station. We are being observed
by Geoffrey Courtenay, the UKIP candidate.
I strode up to them then, or when we came back after lunch. They were mostly
foreign. One was John Spijkerman, a Dutch journalist who had been travelling
the UK writing a blog about Brexit.30 The result was a very-accurate couple
of paragraphs in the following day’s Reformatorisch Dagblad newspaper.31 John
asked me what I would say to Boris Johnson should I get the chance at the count.
‘Tobin hoeft niet lang na te denken. “Waarom denkt u dat u een mandaat hebt voor brexit
als in 2016 7 miljoen mensen waren uitgesloten bij het referendum?”’32 I also spoke
to film crews from Jordan and from the sensationalist Norwegian TV channel
Dagbladet. Whether these resulted in any publicity is difficult to say, because
Google is not yet able to index material within video clips.
Speaking with passers-by was salutary concerning my campaign slogan.
Seeing my badge or placard ‘Don’t Vote Tobin,’ many asked “Who’s Tobin?”
Indeed, it is not self-evident that I am Tobin. There was also confusion between
‘Tobin’ and ‘Corbyn.’ People thought I was campaigning against the Labour
Party! A lot of passers-by were foreign nationals, or related to foreign nationals.
30

Talking about Brexit
In Johnsons district..., Reformatorisch Dagblad, 2019 December 12. The website is not available on Sundays to mark the Christian day of rest
32
‘Tobin doesn’t have to think long. “Why do you think you have a mandate for Brexit if 7
million people were excluded from the referendum in 2016?”’
31
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They were keen to engage in conversation, no doubt because I was standing up
for them or their loved ones.
And so ended the campaign period.
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December 12 dawned cold and wet. Returning to Uxbridge tube station in
search of more reporters seemed worthwhile. Axel gave some advice over the
‘phone. “You need a phrase that pays. And then you must hammer the media
triangle. You must indicate (i) a problem, (ii) its solution, and (iii) recap with the
phrase that pays. Bring all questions back to the phrase that pays.” I suppose
my phrase that pays was “We deserve a say in our own lives.”
Perhaps we lost sight of the main goal. Before canvassing, Cherry, Joe & I
decided it was time for another swim. Driving towards Uxbridge, we saw a
bedraggled reporter being videoed outside a polling station. This was encouraging – the Prime Minister’s constituency would be crawling with reporters.
We had not eaten. After our swim we rushed to Wetherspoon’s, which
Cherry knew served inexpensive but good breakfasts until noon. We were not
the only politicians there. We meet cheery Labour Party canvassers, one garbed
as Father Christmas, the others dressed as his fairy helpers. Cherry explained
some of Wetherspoon’s success. The premises are revamped in their original
style. (We had had a drink in a Wetherspoon’s in central London where the
ceiling was attractively decorated with freshly-repainted coats of arms.) This
ensures individuality and diversity, not a bland corporate decor. Wetherspoon’s
popularity means the beer sells quickly. The chain purchases barrels approaching their use-by date, and their discount price is passed on to the customers. . .
ensuring that the beer sells quickly. All together, Wetherspoon’s is thoroughly
excellent from the client’s point of view, except for its owner’s views on Brexit.
It was very vexing.
On the paving outside the tube station there was much less action than the
previous day. We were too late! The sole journalist was a lady from the AP news
agency who was filming and interviewing passers by. Her bosses had found
her first footage too anti-Brexit, so she was back looking for some pro-Brexit
comments. Balance or not, I appeared at the end of the footage distributed to
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subscribers.
I also encountered Norma Burke
braving the rain. She told me that she
had messed up filling in her nomination papers and had omitted ‘Bunty
Twuntingdon-McFuff’ as the name
she was commonly known by. “An
expensive mistake,” she rued, referring to the £500 deposit. In conseThe lone Associated Press camerawoman quence, she had decided not to campaign, though she was keeping up
a stream of hilarious comments on
her Twitter feed as the Prime Minister’s purported public-relations guru
(“Vote Bunty Get Boris – Two blondes
for the Price of One!” @BuntyMcFuff
– hashtag #buntybacksboris). I took a
photograph of her, but she asked me
not to use it. Instead, I include the
masthead from her Twitter feed. “PR
Handing Joe a flyer
is very thirsty work,” so she runs a
1
gin fund. I enquired about her nationality, hoping she was indeed an Irish citizen exerting her right to stand as such. She is a dual-national, British and Irish.
Not quite the same, even if therefore doubly eligible.
As a candidate I had the right to inspect polling stations, and for this was
issued with a ‘Certificate of Identity.’ Since the count promised a long night, I
preferred to spend the rest of the day quietly. I think I even went to bed for a
couple of hours, though I will not have slept much.
In France votes are counted in each polling station, and the count is public.
I had been present at a count in Vannes when Emmanuel Macron was elected
president in 2017.2 In the UK, ballot boxes are transported to a central location for the count – the enormous Sports Hall at Brunel University. The count
is not public, though selected journalists are admitted, and each candidate can
nominate a guest along with, for me, six ‘observers’ and six ‘counting agents.’
I nominated Laurence as my guest, and she would have travelled from France
had I gained more media attention. Six others wanted to attend – just the right
1

Bunty’s Gin Fund
The voting mechanics are different. Candidates provide slips of paper with their names on
them. Electors tuck their chosen slip into an official envelope, which they then deposit in the
ballot box. At the count some electors are found to have deposited empty envelopes, or ones
containing slips – sometimes humorous – of their own manufacture
2
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Castigat ridendo mores – One corrects customs through ridicule. I didn’t recognise
Bunty when I met her on the street because Norma is in fact a brunette – and doesn’t
wear pearls

Surrounded by my counting agents (Axel was behind the camera). From left: Rob,
Matthew, myself, Jacqui, Monique & Cherry. Note the purple passes allowing access to
the count and the counting tables
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Journalists with a vengeance, preparing to transmit the declaration of results
number! Initially I put them down as observers, but at Mike Liddiard’s suggestion they were upgraded to counting agents. This meant they could observe the
counting tables up close. More importantly, they were provided with seats.
The polls closed at 10 pm. Cherry & I arrived at the Sports Hall soon after.
Outside, there was a gaggle of police officers looking very cold and miserable,
and some equally cold and miserable people preparing a gantry camera ready
for Boris Johnson’s arrival. Inside, the hall was abuzz. My five other counting agents were already there – cousin Matthew and his wife Jacqui, Monique
Hawkins and her husband Rob, and Axel. Jacqui had brought sandwiches for
us all, which were very welcome as the night progressed.
Journalists were present with a vengeance, and I was able to hand out a
few flyers. I recognised one, Andrew Marr, who was stand-offish. I talked extensively with another, who I suspect was just relieving boredom. Two local
journalists interviewed me; a cheery one was from Hospital Radio Hillingdon,
a volunteer-run internet station serving patients at Hillingdon Hospital. Three
constituencies were being counted in the Sports Hall. A stage had been set up
for the declaration of the results. Opposite it was another stage for the TV cameras to get an unobstructed view.
There was a certain camaraderie amongst we minor candidates. I met Yace
“Interplanetary Time Lord” Yogenstein, dressed in a silver suit. He gave me his
election card. Bobby “Elmo” Smith took his head off for me (cf. p. 31). Count
Binface was accompanied by his chief strategists, the Recyclons. The supporters
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Scenes from the count. Clockwise from top left: Yace “Interplanetary Time Lord”
Yogenstein; his campaign card; with Elmo; Lord Buckethead; Count Binface & the
Recyclons with counting tables in the background; the BBC’s Andrew Marr
of the more serious candidates were scrutinising the muted television screens
installed around the Hall, endeavouring to learn what was going on elsewhere.
A number of men in dark suits were strutting around pompously with the air
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Lined up for the result. From left: Jo Humphries (LibDem), Yace “Interplanetary Time
Lord” Yogenstein, Alfie Utting, Lord Buckethead, Bobby “Elmo” Smith, Lloyd White
(Acting Returning Officer), who is hiding Mark Kier (Green), Ali Milani (Labour),
Boris Johnson (Conservative) in front of Count Binface, myself & Geoffrey Courtenay
(UKIP)
of owning the place. I assume they were Tory apparatchiks.
At the counting tables it was feast or famine. Each constituency had perhaps
thirty counters. When a ballot box arrived they were soon busy checking that
the number of voting papers matched the number recorded at the polling station. In was then pause time until more boxes arrived. Slightly to my surprise
the counters were happy to talk to me – I thought it might be prohibited for
fear of candidates encouraging them to falsify results. Once all the ballots had
been received and tallied, the count began. Other candidates’ counting agents
were scrutinizing proceedings closely and noting numbers down on clipboards.
I was told this was in preparation for the next election, to gauge how different
parts of the constituency were voting. I was pleased to see no ‘X’s by my name,
except on one paper were the elector had marked ‘X’ against all names. It became obvious from the piles of counted papers that Boris Johnson was getting
significantly more votes than Ali Milani. The TV screens were suggesting a Tory
landslide nationally.
The first constituency to declare was Hayes & Harlington, about 3 am. The
Labour Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer, John McDonnell, had retained his
seat. There was a scuffle in the crowd, which a policeman had to calm.
About half an hour later there was a sudden crush of journalists as Boris
Johnson arrived. His handlers had timed him well. Within instants the candidates for Uxbridge & South Ruislip were called to the rear of the Hall where
the Acting Returning Officer,3 Lloyd White, showed us the 93 ballot papers that
had been rejected as spoilt. On one, the elector had written his name, on several
others more than one candidate had received votes. A number were marked
‘NOTA’ (None Of The Above). I noticed that on some of the ballots the paper
stock was quite a different shade of white. I was assured that these were postal
3

Local elections have a Returning Officer, referendums have a Counting Officer, combined
authority elections have a Local Returning Officer, and Parliamentary elections have an Acting
Returning Officer
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“Good grief, that’s Cousin William.”
Count Binface tweeted the same image with the comment “Novelty candidate wins
election.” Green Party candidate Mark Kier is visible on this photo; Ali Milani is
hidden. “Quite a line-up, just right for the panto season,” commented my friend Julia
votes, which had been printed earlier than the majority of ballot papers.
We then marched to the stage for the declaration of results. We were all there,
except for Norma Burke. I reckoned it was a good idea to stand reasonably close
to the Prime Minister. In consequence I am visible, in my sash, on many of the
photographs and videos of the announcement! But though I was visually obvious, only Reuters annotated its photograph with my name. Buckethead, Binface
& Elmo were higher priority for reporters. Nevertheless, my exploits did reach
to New Zealand/Aotearoa, where I was recognised by my kinsman Richard
Easther, Professor of Physics at the University of Auckland. That sparked some
former students to tweet kind comments about my lectures at the University of
Canterbury.
The hope that Boris Johnson might be the first incumbent British Prime Minister to lose his seat proved vain. He increased his majority to 7,210, with 52.6%
of valid votes cast.
I received 5 votes. I was asked why, since I had urged people not to vote for
me. I have no idea. I had said, and it had been reported, that if I got zero votes I
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Adapted from
https://hillingdon.gov.uk/article/3333/Uxbridge-and-South-Ruislip
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Fewest votes won in a General Election since 1918, from Wikipedia, consulted 2020
March 15. The comment about zero votes is inaccurate.
would earn a place in the Guinness Book of Records. This was a throw-away line,
which perhaps was taken too seriously, though the Evening Standard, for example, accurately noted that record breaking “was not my motivation.” In any case,
my comment was based on a misunderstanding. I had hastily read on Wikipedia
that the smallest number of votes cast in a British General Election election was
one, obtained by Catherine Taylor-Dawson in Cardiff North in the 2005 General
Election, and I had thought I might better that. In fact, one is the record since
1918, when the property qualification was abolished and women over 30 were
allowed to vote. Wikipedia adds that there were candidates in 1852 and 1874 who
received zero votes. Checking now, I find that Wikipedia had mangled what was
said in the cited reference, which itself was not completely accurate. Consulting
newspapers of the time reveals that zero votes were obtained by two candidates
in the constituency of Drogheda in 1852, while in 1874 one vote was obtained
in Bewdley, by a Mr George Griffin.4 I could hope to do better that Ms TaylorDawson and Mr Griffin, but zero votes would only match the achievement of
the Droghedians. Perhaps some people gave me their vote in order to thwart
my ambition for zero votes. But some voters must mark the wrong candidate
because they have got confused over the names or forgotten their spectacles.
4

Wikipedia confused by-elections with General Elections in its United Kingdom General Election
Records entry. The cited reference (Craig, F.W.S., British Parliamentary Election Statistics 19181968, Glasgow, Political Reference Publications [1968]) omits a third candidate at Drogheda. See
Drogheda Election, Freeman’s Journal, 1852 July 13 p.3; Drogheda Election, Dundalk Democrat &
People’s Journal, 1852 July 17, p.4; The Election at Bewdley, Kidderminster Times, 1874 February
7, p.7. The Wikipedia entries for Drogheda (UK Parliament constituency) and Bewdley (UK Parliament constituency) appear accurate. In by-elections, 5 is the smallest number of votes cast for a
candidate 1918-2012, for W.G. Boaks, Glasgow Hillhead, 1982 & K.S. Trivedi, Kensington, 1988
(Rallings, C., Thrasher, M., British Electoral Facts, 1832-2012, London, Biteback [2012])
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Truth to tell, it would have been nice to receive no votes at all. However 5
votes was still a record because it was the lowest number of votes cast in the
2019 election for any candidate in all 650 constituencies. Elmo very graciously
remarked that it was nice not to be last (as in 2017), but with 8 votes he still
retained a place as a low-scorer. More about my score later.
Frank Jackson reported that Boris Johnson “was more than willing to speak
with other candidates” at the 2015 count. But in 2019 he was now Prime Minister, and his time was precious. Count Binface told The Last Leg (a humorous,
late-night TV review of the week) that he managed to exchange a few words
while we candidates were being shown the 93 rejected ballots. The Count reckoned the best way to speak to Mr Johnson was in Latin. His “Salve” was received
with a chortle, and his subsequent “Alea iacta est” was echoed back. After the
announcement of the results, and a short speech, the Prime Minister scarpered.
No opportunity to ask why he thought elections or referendums were legitimate
with 7 million excluded.
The Prime Minister was not the only one to scarper. My counting agents had
had an exhilarating time, as had I, but it was 4 am and we were all tired. Outside
the Sports Hall Orsolya and fellow Brunel students were watching from behind
a crowd-control barrier. She called out a greeting. The University’s student
journalists had not been admitted to the count.
Back at Cherry’s house I had urgent things to do. RT UK (i.e. Russia Today) was the only media outlet that had responded to my recent e-mails. They
wanted to interview me at about 8 am in their studio on Millbank, near the
Houses of Parliament. I had only been able to give a tentative acceptance in
case I was detained by a close vote and consequent recount. I sent a message to
confirm I was coming. I was also in a hurry to get back to Vannes, because two
days later was the 35th anniversary of my marriage to Laurence and we wanted
to celebrate. France was suffering major transport disruption because of strikes
against the planned pension reforms. It looked likely that St Malo port would
be shut, so returning by ferry was out. Rather, I found there was a Flixbus coach
to Paris leaving Victoria at 10 am. I booked one of the few remaining seats, and
also a seat on one of the only two trains to Vannes the following day.
RT UK had offered to send a car for me at 6 am, but it seemed more sensible
to take the first train from West Drayton at 5.37 and then a taxi. Cherry kindly
took me and my suitcase to the station where we said goodbye. I was a bit
embarrassed when she said how courageous she thought I had been, standing
for Parliament. Perhaps I had been; but as an ex-university lecturer I am used
to organising events and appearing in public.
I arrived at Millbank a little after 6 am. I was able to doze on a couch for over
an hour before being roused, made up, and taken to the surprisingly cramped
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7.50 am interview with Bill Dod on (gasp!) RT UK
studio. There I was interviewed for a full 6 minutes by Bill Dod, presenter of
RT’s live-streamed morning news show. “The toughest competition of all came
from you against Boris Johnson...” he began jocularly. By this time I had been
awake, more-or-less, for 24 hours, but I expect Bill is used to half-asleep interviewees. When I look at the interview, I find I was quite relaxed and didn’t do
too badly. By this time it was looking as though the Tories had secured a thumping majority for ‘Getting Brexit Done.’5 It really was Friday the 13th.
It was then a car to Victoria Coach Station and Flixbus to Paris. But there
was no rest on the coach. Le Télégramme and The Connexion had asked to be updated, which I was able to do once the coach was on roads with good mobile
coverage. I mentioned that 25,000 or so had voted for Boris Johnson, whereas
about 70,000 (abstentions included) had not voted for me, and that this was a
massive victory. When I got back to Vannes I translated this idea into a better
thought-out press release, and circulated it to some 60 news outlets, but by then
it was too late. The election was stale news.
My five votes were nevertheless taken up by the Daily Telegraph, Daily Mail,
and Evening Standard. “He asked no one to vote for him, but five people did
so against his wishes. The 66-year-old who lives in France received the lowest
number of votes of all 3,315 candidates,” the Telegraph wrote in a piece entitled
‘Nine surprising facts from the 2019 general election.’6 ‘The Brexmas Election. . .
5

56.2% of the seats won with 43.6% of the votes cast
3,320 candidates according to Commons Briefing Paper 8749, General Election 2019: results
and analysis (2020)
6
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PRESS RELEASE

2019 December 15 (Sunday)

“MASSIVE MAJORITY” QUIPS
CANDIDATE WITH 5 VOTES
William Tobin stood in Boris Johnson’s constituency with the slogan “Don’t Vote Tobin.” He
garnered 5 votes, the lowest score anywhere in the 2019 election. “The Prime Minister asked people
in Uxbridge & South Ruislip to vote for him, and 25,351 out of 48,157 did so,” says the retired
astronomer living in France. “I asked them not to vote for me, and 48,152 heeded my call. This is
a massive majority!”
Tobin’s slogan continued “Let Tobin Vote!” He stood to highlight the plight of 3 million British
Citizens like him disqualified from voting because of living abroad for more than 15 years. He
also thinks of perhaps 2½ million foreign nationals permanently resident in the UK, who pay taxes
and contribute to society, but have no voice; and finally 1½ million 16 & 17 year olds. “Votes are
clearly on the horizon for these emerging adults,” Tobin adds. “All the major parties have promised
to enfranchise them except the Tories. They already vote in Scottish and Crown Dependency
elections, and imminently in Wales.”
Now that the Conservatives have a thumping majority in Parliament, Tobin hopes they will finally
honour the pledge in their last three manifestos to give “Votes for Life” to people like him. Earlier
this year the UK signed treaties with Spain, Portugal and Luxembourg to allow their migrant
nationals to continue to participate in local elections. He hopes reciprocal agreements will be
signed with many more countries.
“For many of us, Brexit is churning up our lives,” Tobin concludes. “Like the suffragettes before us,
we deserve a say in what happens to us.”
Sources:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom_general_election_records Candidates
winning fewer than 10 votes
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/treaty-on-voting-rights-signed-with-luxembourg
Treaty on voting rights signed with Luxembourg and links therein to Spain & Portugal
Contact:
William Tobin (now back in France). 6 rue Saint Louis, 56000 VANNES, France.
Landline: +33 2 97 40 71 18
Mobile: +44 7884 568 842 (until end of month)
Campaign:
Web page
Twitter

https://tobin.pagesperso-orange.fr/ (includes flyer,
media coverage, high-res photos)
https://twitter.com/@Dont_Vote_Tobin

Crowdfunder https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/dontvotetobin
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The Daily Mail, 2019 December 14
by Numbers’ was the Mail’s title. “Tobin . . . hoped to get zero votes. Sadly, he
got five. ... Too popular for his own good,” sneered the Standard.
It was soon Christmas. Melanie was back from Philadelphia to renew her
visa, and our elder daughter Lara had arranged for all four of us to spend a few
days in Malta. It was intriguing to see where my paternal grandparents had met
a century earlier, and identify some of the sights recorded in my grandfather’s
photograph album. Goats no longer roam the streets of Valletta. A surprise was
to meet Cherry, Rose & Joe. At short notice they had decided on a holiday together away from the British cold, and the ‘Nurse of the Mediterranean’ was the
destination that stood out.
In January I filled in the Electoral Commission’s forms – the agent’s ‘Return of candidate spending’ and the ‘Declaration by candidate as to election
expenses’ – and sent them off, along with receipts, to Mike Liddiard. For a candidate like me, these returns give a distorted view of expenditure because they
relate only to the regulated period between the declaration of my intention to
run and Election Day. I detail my expenses more accurately in Appendix B. To
summarize, I spent £2,022.69 and received £1,300 in crowdfunder donations. I
am very happy that the burden was shared and I hope my donors feel their contribution was well spent, even if I didn’t obtain the hoped-for national publicity.
When it pays over the money, crowdfunder.co.uk provides details of the donors.
I was then able to write to thank each of them individually. Beyond the money,
donations provided moral encouragement, which was much appreciated.
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Medal for Valour awarded by the British Women’s Social and Political
Union to Frances Parker, a New-Zealand-born, Votes-for-Women
hunger-striker. 1912, by Toye & Co. Te Papa (GH024772). Purchased
2016. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
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6
Conclusions
In this concluding section I shall address three questions. First, what is the current state-of-play with respect to the three strands of my campaign – Votes-forLife for British migrants like me, votes for all permanently-resident foreigners in
the UK, and reducing the threshold voting age to 16? Second, did my campaign
have any effect? And finally, how could the campaign have been stronger? This
is the crucial question should any reader wish to run as a non-party candidate
against the same – or other – injustices in a subsequent General Election.
But before this I should admit that standing for election was a bit of an
ego trip. I received many nice compliments. “Good on’yer Will for making a
stand for what you think is the right thing in these days of unprincipled, selfserving, intellectually-challenged politicians (on all sides)” e-mailed Dave from
Caribbean warmth, adding after the count “I watched your declaration [of results] – one of the advantages of living in a different time zone is that we saw
the results coming in as we had our evening cocktails.” “Great to hear you
are ... pushing the boat out,” wrote Jillian from New Zealand. “Will, you definitely don’t have my vote but I hope you make a difference for us expats,”
said Andrew in the US. “I wonder if you have done the bravest thing of anyone
I know,” mused another Andrew, in Pamplona, while Andy in the UK added
“Best wishes knocking on doors ... For me, one of the worst aspects of Brexit
is that many of those who will be most affected have had no say in it.” “J’ai
beaucoup apprécié votre demarche de candidature...” e-mailed Michel, who made an
oblique reference to my biography of the French physicist Léon Foucault,1 by
adding “Vous conviendrez avec moi que ça ne tourne pas bien rond dans la tête de nos
voisins et amis.” “I really heard what you were saying,” e-mailed Rachel. “What
a brilliant campaign that was,” said Sophie. “Very proud that you’re my uncle,”
added my niece Laura.

1

Tobin, W., Léon Foucault: Le miroir et le pendule, Les Ulis, EDP Sciences (2002), The Life &
Science of Léon Foucault, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press (2003)
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2019 vote share

British citizens abroad

Permanently-resident
foreigners

Conservative & Unionist Party
We will make it easier for British
expats to vote in Parliamentary
elections, and get rid of the arbitrary
15-year limit on their voting rights

365
We will maintain the voting age at 18
– the age at which one gains full
citizenship rights

0.76%
...

8
...

Green Parties
Green Party for England & Wales
…

Voting-age threshold

43.6%

...

Democratic Unionist Party
…

Seats won

2.70%

1
Give 16- and 17-year-olds the right to
vote and have a say on their future.
We will also allow people to stand for
Parliament and all other elected
offices from the age of 16

...

Scottish Greens
…

Extending votes to ... all those
normally resident in the country

Northern Ireland Green Party (2017 manifesto)
…

32.1%
full voting rights to all UK
residents

...

Liberal Democrats
votes to all British citizens abroad

11.6%

…

4
...

Social Democratic & Labour Party

0.37%

...

2
...

Scottish National Party

3.88%
extend the franchise for Westminster elections to include EU
citizens and all those with a right
to remain in the UK – as we are
doing in Scotland

Sinn Féin

48
give 16 and 17-year-olds a vote in all
elections

0.57%
...

7
...

Official Monster Raving Loony Party
…

11
letting people vote … after they turn
16

0.48%
...

...

...

202
reducing the voting age to 16

votes … to EU citizens who
have made the UK their long-term
home

Plaid Cymru

...

Lower the voting age to allow 16 and
17 year olds to vote

...

Labour Party

Extending votes to 16-year-olds

0.03%

...

0
...

2019 manifesto promises concerning the franchise
***
The table above lists the franchise promises of those parties that won seats in
December’s election, plus one other. The absence of explicit policies by e.g. Plaid
Cymru, perhaps reflects an only local focus in their manifesto, though the SNP
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takes a wider view. The Official Monster Raving Loony Party has no promises
specific to the franchise, but does propose that everyone should be called Dave
in order to eliminate identity theft. Is a consequence that everyone would be
able to vote?
More seriously, only the Liberal Democrats and Conservative & Unionist
Party are explicitly sympathetic to my personal plight, the 15-year rule. The
Conservatives promised to remedy this injustice twice before, in their 2015 &
2017 manifestos, but failed to. After raising the issue with Boris Johnson at the
2015 election, Frank Jackson wrote “He was most affable, saying that, if elected
he would do what he could.”
In a letter that has been widely circulated, Mr Johnson has recently written
to Harry Shindler, MBE, a long-time and prominent campaigner for Votes-forLife. Mr Shindler, who is nearly a centenarian, fought at Anzio. He has lived
in Italy for many years so, like me, has lost his vote. His campaign for the
franchise has been mentioned in Parliament.2 I was put in contact with him by
voting-rights researcher Dr Susan Collard of the University of Sussex with the
suggestion I seek his endorsement for my candidacy. Contacted, Harry said he
himself would have stood had he thought of it! “Never flinch, never weary,
never despair,” he said of the fight for votes. Initially, he supported my campaign, but then retracted because of unease about the “lark” of asking people
not to vote for me. To him the Prime Minister wrote ”The Government is committed to scrapping the arbitrary rule that prevents British citizens who have
lived abroad for more than 15 years from participating in UK parliamentary
elections.” Mr Johnson continued, “We will be making an announcement on our
plans to deliver votes for life in due course.” Mmmm. The Conservatives have
already had 5 years to honour their Votes-for-Life promise. Will a further 5 years
be enough?3 I am not betting any money on it given the rump of Conservative
MPs who are hostile, such as filibusterer Philip Davies. But given the indifference (if not hostility) of many in the Labour Party to British citizens abroad, the
current Government is clearly the only hope for Votes-for-Life for many years.
Pressure must be sustained to get the Tories to honour their promise.
Lowering the age threshold to 16 is, I think, inevitable. It is the threshold
in the Crown Dependencies,4 and now for Welsh & Scottish elections. In the
EU, Austria and Malta have a 16-year threshold for all elections; in Estonia &
Germany the same threshold applies in certain non-national elections. Several
Central and South American countries have set their threshold at 16. Academic
2

For example, in the Lords on 2015 November 2 & 2018 February 23; in the Commons on
2016 November 2, 2018 February 23, October 17 &18, & 2019 March 22
3
Abolition of the 15-year rule was mentioned in the notes accompanying the Queen’s Speech
in 2015 and now in 2019 December
4
Jersey, Guernsey & the Isle of Man
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Letter from Boris Johnson to Votes-for-Life campaigner Harry Shindler
books have been published on the question.5 The Austrian & Scottish experience is that participation is greater for 16 & 17-year-olds than for first-voters after 18, perhaps because these emergent adults are accompanied by their schools
as they become of legal age to vote.6 Only the Conservatives (& DUP) oppose
lowering the threshold. The Iraq war devastated Labour’s hopes of keeping
power. The management of the Covid-19 pandemic is going to define the public’s assessment of the current Government,7 as will the Brexit chickens when
5

Eichhorn, J., Bergh, J. (eds), Lowering the Voting Age to 16, Cham: Palgrave MacMillan (2020)
Aichholzer, J., Kritzinger, S., What happens when the voting age is lowered to 16? A decade of
evidence from Austria, (2020); Eichhorn, J., Beyond anecdotes on lowering the voting age: new evidence
from Scotland, (2017)
7
Ward, H., Professor, Dept. of Infectious Disease Epidemiology, Imperial College, “It’s very
sad that so many people have died, and so many more are desperately ill because politicians
refused to listen to advice. We said lockdown earlier, we said test, trace, isolate. But they
decided they knew better.” Twitter, 2020 April 13
6
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they come home to roost. The Tories will not survive in power for ever.
Currently Commonwealth citizens who have the right of permanent abode
in the UK and the Irish are able to stand and vote in parliamentary elections.
The Labour Party proposes that full voting rights should be granted “to all
UK residents,” which presumably includes everyone in the country apart from
those on visits shorter than a few months. However there is some confusion
within the party. On January 30 The Guardian published an opinion article by Sir
Kier Starmer (now Labour leader) in which he claimed “Britain is an outwardlooking country with a proud history of internationalism,” and continued “The
government should give all 3 million EU nationals living in the UK full voting
rights in future elections.”8 This is a more restricted group than in the Labour
Manifesto. Is Labour’s policy changing? Other parties in favour of integrating
additional resident foreigners into the UK’s democratic life tend to restrict their
proposal to those who are long-term residents. That is what I campaigned for,
though I would not oppose the Labour Party’s manifesto generosity. No one
proposes extending the right to stand. As with emergent adults, the Scottish &
Welsh have led the way with enfranchising all foreigners in their elections. We
can hope that votes for all UK permanent residents will come with a change of
government.
There is however a cloud on the horizon. The Law Commissions of England & Wales and Scotland have just issued a report on administrative aspects
of electoral law.9 The Commissions write “...reform of the franchise is a political
and constitutional matter, and therefore outside the scope of this project,” but
add that unanimous support was received for their proposal that “the franchises
should be restated in full for all UK elections, in primary legislation.” Consolidating the numerous pieces of legislation concerning the franchise would obviously be the ideal opportunity to reform the franchise (and the rotten First-PastThe-Post voting system). But with no agreement across the Labour-Conservative
divide about how the franchise should be reformed, one can fear that administrative reforms will not be the opportunity for instituting fair, inclusive elections. Rather, trying to restate the current situation in new legislation may become an excuse for consolidating the status quo, especially given the hostility
towards their own party’s policy of MPs such as the filibusterer Philip Davies.
Much better to chip away at extending the franchise, first for British migrants
abroad, and then for resident foreigners and 16 & 17-year-olds.
The franchise is far from being the only deficiency in the UK’s electoral system, but I decided to limit my campaign to this issue to keep my message sim8

Starmer, K., Now Labour must end the leave-remain divide. Another future is possible, The
Guardian, 2020 January 30
9
Law Commission of England & Wales, Scottish Law Commission, Electoral Law: A joint Final
Report and supporting documents. On-line via: https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/electoral-reformswould-reduce-confusion-and-bring-elections-into-the-21st-century/
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ple. I did not address the desirability of dedicated seats for overseas electors,
such as the French & Italians have. (The rare replies to my letters and e-mails
to MPs shows how our concerns are neglected under the pressure of domestic
issues.) I did not address a possible Brexit-related loss of voting and standing
rights in local elections by EU citizens in the UK or UK citizens in the EU. Politically, it is not so easy to remove people from the franchise once they have been
included. It would stink of vote-rigging, and slippery-slope arguments would
arise as to who might come next. Over-65s, as my sock-wearing elector in Pield
Heath inaccurately informed me was Labour Party policy? Women? The primary legislation that allows EU citizens to vote in UK local elections has not
been repealed with Brexit, nor are electors calling for it to be.10 This contrasts
with circumstances in France, where I was struck off the electoral roll for local
and European elections overnight when the UK left the EU at the end of 2020
January. However this was an administrative rather than political act. The right
to vote was one of many rights I lost because with Brexit I lost my European
Citizenship. Or so it is claimed.11 The UK has negotiated bilateral, reciprocal
agreements to allow British citizens to continue to stand and vote in local elections in Spain, Portugal and Luxembourg, and to grant similar rights to these
countries’ citizens in Britain.12 This is all very good, but it does raise the question as to whether the Government plans to remove electoral rights from the
citizens of EU countries with which it does not manage to negotiate reciprocal
agreements.13 One of the Government’s communiqués states that no changes
are anticipated “in the immediate future,” which suggests a longer-term threat.
I think here of France, which is likely to be recalcitrant because a difficult constitutional change would be required which has stymied votes for foreigners in local elections since Mitterrand’s presidency. French Citizens in the UK should not
be used as bargaining chips against their home country’s government. And how
do you arrange reciprocal arrangements with Switzerland, the United States or
Australia, where the right of foreigners to vote in local elections is determined
at local level, not nationally?14
10

Most British citizens say EU nationals should be able to vote in UK, The Guardian, 2017 July 3
It is not certain that British Citizens lost their European Citizenship with Brexit. The EU
Treaties specify how European Citizenship is acquired, but are mute concerning its loss. A
number of attempts have been made to refer the question to the Court of Justice of the European
Union in Luxembourg for a ruling, so far without success. E.g. Britons’ EU citizenship case
“inadmissible” says Dutch judge, Europe Street News, 2019 February 5; UK citizens to launch
legal action to keep EU citizenship, The London Economic, 2020 January 17; Conseil d’État, Affaire
No. 438696, judgment on-line via: https://www.conseil-etat.fr/arianeweb/
12
Expat voting rights treaty secured with Spain; Voting rights treaty secured with Portugal;
Treaty on voting rights signed with Luxembourg
13
Especially since the Government uses the absence of reciprocal agreements as an excuse
for not providing cost-of-living uprates to the pensions of swathes of retirees with British state
pensions in countries such as Australia and Canada
14
E.g. Andrès, H., Le droit de vote des étrangers: une utopie déjà réalisée sur les cinq continents, Migrations Société, 114, 65-80 (2007)
11
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There is also a need to ditch the First-Past-The-Post system in favour of
something fairer and more inclusive, such as campaigned for by The Electoral
Reform Society15 and Make Votes Matter.16 I saw how much New Zealand politics was improved when a system of proportional representation was introduced in 1996 and everyone’s vote began to count.17 My friend Mark in Mapua
confirms my view: “Britain is behind New Zealand whose move to a Germanstyle proportional representation was one of the best political changes in the
past half-century.”
There exist myriad other electoral abuses highlighted by the Fair Vote Project.18 I think of the de facto disenfranchisement of overseas electors whose enrolment is difficult to renew, and once over this hurdle, whose ballot papers do not
arrive in time. The choice of election date may be manipulated to affect the practicability of students voting.19 There is the shameful fiasco for EU citizens in the
UK of the European election in 2014, repeated in 2019.20 As Bob Posner, chief
executive of the Election Commission, has stated “the failure of governments
and parliament to properly maintain and update electoral law, and to address
the pressures on local authorities, has built up significant risks for well-run elections. It is time that these warnings are properly heard and acted upon.”21
***
“Your campaign was brilliant and brave and very inspiring” was Monique
Hawkins’ kind assessment. But did my campaign have any effect? Speaking to
people on the street or doorstep, many of those who did have votes had clearly
never thought about who can and cannot vote. Among them, and those who
read my flyer or the local London press, I must at least have made it apparent
that the franchise is an issue. It’s not only in the UK that citizens don’t reflect on
the franchise. People here in France are uniformly astonished that as a British
citizen I cannot vote in national elections – and are equally astonished when
they learn I have been struck from the French electoral rolls because of Brexit.
It is of course difficult to disentangle any effect I may have had from that
of others who are campaigning to the same end. Concerning the 15-year rule,
15

https://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/
https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/
17
E.g. How electoral reform ‘completely transformed’ New Zealand politics: Metiria Turei,
Green Party co-leader, Electoral Reform Society, 2017 April 6
18
https://fairvote.uk/
19
Early election date was to limit student vote, admits Boris Johnson aide, New European, 2019
September 5; Our student generation has been disenfranchised, Democratic Audit website, 2019
September 23
20
European elections: UK government may face court action after EU citizens denied vote,
The Guardian, 2019 May 24
21
Posner, B., Yes, these EU elections weren’t good enough. This is why, The Guardian, 2019
May 24
16
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British in Europe is the main pressure group with respect to changes asked of
the UK government. Concerning the age threshold, the recent lowerings in Scotland & Wales provide momentum. For EU citizens in the UK, the3million is the
principal pressure group for their rights, including electoral ones. On-line petitions are another way the issues are kept alive.22
My goal was to raise the profile of these issues throughout the UK via national media coverage. While a number of articles about my campaign appeared
in local or specialised media, there was nothing in national outlets except for
brief mentions in the Daily Mail and the Daily Telegraph. It has to be admitted
that I was essentially unsuccessful. This more-or-less mimics Frank Jackson’s
experience in 2015, who garnered coverage in specialised or regional publications as far-flung as the Falkland Islands,23 but nationally obtained a snide comment in The Independent,24 though he was rewarded with three articles in the
Daily Telegraph.25
The most important person with whom the profile of franchise questions
needs to be raised is without doubt the Prime Minister. Is there any evidence
that a second candidate standing against him on this issue has had any effect? I
wrote to him on 2020 February 5, the day I received an official letter telling me I
had been struck off the French electoral rolls. As a salve for the anguish caused,
I suggested immediate Votes-For-Life legislation. “The necessary legislation is
essentially there,” I wrote, “with the Overseas Electors Bill presented in the last
Parliament... It is ‘oven ready.’26 ” It took Mr Johnson (or his aides) 41 days to
22

E.g. Petitions alive at the time of writing: Support the right of all UK residents, and of UK
citizens living abroad, to vote in general elections and referendums; Give EU citizens the vote;
Lower the UK voting age to 16; Extend the right to vote to 16 & 17 year olds UK wide; Extend the
franchise (voting age) to include those who are 16-17 years old; Extend the Mayor of London
electoral vote to the workforce of Greater London; Extend the franchise for London mayoral
elections to all UK residents; Allow EU citizens living in the UK to vote in EU referendum; Scrap
all election deposits to open up democracy. Expired petitions: Urgent law to extend voting
rights to British abroad by repealing 15-year rule; Lower the Voting Age to 16 for All Elections;
Lower the voting age from 18 to 16 for elections and referendums; Give all British citizens living
abroad the right to vote and dedicated MPs; Lower the voting age to 16!; Votes for EU citizens,
legally-resident here, in all future GEs and referenda; Give voting rights to EU citizens in the
UK and Brits abroad in a People’s Vote; Support The Overseas Electors Bill; Preserve the rights
of EU citizens to stand and vote in local elections; Give EU citizens living in UK voting rights
for referenda and general elections
23
In the weekly Penguin News. This is not as extraordinary as it first appears. Frank was the
Falkland Islands Government’s Treasurer for several years
24
Andy McSmith’s Election Diary: Expat who doesn’t want your vote, The Independent, 2015
April 27
25
Expat standing in general election to highlight vote ban injustice, Daily Telegraph, 2015 April
1 [paywall]; “It’s a publicity stunt” explains the expat standing against Boris, Daily Telegraph,
2015 April 27 [paywall]; Vote campaigner beaten by Boris is still smiling, Daily Telegraph, 2015
May 8 [paywall]
26
A reference to Johnson, B., A deal is oven-ready. Let’s get Brexit done and take this country
forward, The Telegraph, 2019 November 5
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reply to Harry Shindler’s letter. I had received no reply by the time of the Prime
Minister’s hospitalization in early April.
What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. I should like to see permanent residents able to vote in local, national and European elections in all
countries, as is the case in New Zealand and elsewhere.27 There are numerous citizens’ groups in Europe, such as pan-EU ones like Brexpats–Hear Our
Voice28 and Expat Citizen Rights in EU,29 as well as ones in individual countries, such as UK Citizens in Austria,30 British in the Czech Republic,31 British
in France (the British Community Committee, incorporated in 1939),32 British in
Germany,33 British in Italy,34 and Brexpats & PostBrexit Eurocitizens (Spain).35
With so many other vital issues raised by Brexit, voting rights are not the highest priority for these groups. The continental coverage of my campaign concentrated on changes I want in the UK, but the more thoughtful will have realized
that my message is universal.
In summary, despite the disappointment of negligible national coverage, I
hope I managed to echo President Obama’s advice and push the cursor at least
a little.
***
How could I have pushed the cursor further? How could my campaign have
been more effective?
I owe an immense debt to Axel Antoni for having guided me through the
needed internet tools in the social-media age. Time was short and I would
have floundered without him. I owe an equally immense debt to Cherry Pickles for giving me a base, driving me around the constituency, and providing
background artworks. Both people were absolutely essential to my campaign.
I’m also grateful for advice and/or assistance from my wife Laurence as well as
from friends and relatives (I’m thinking particularly of Monique, but I do not
forget Rose, Joe, Nono, David, Sophie...). My heartfelt thanks to them all, and
also to the crowdfunder donors and others who supported my campaign.
But in retrospect, for better media success, I needed a bigger team and a coordinator. Living outside the UK, I know little of the UK media. I look at The
27

E.g. Andrès, op. cit.
https://brexpatshov.com/
29
https://www.ecreu.com/
30
https://ukcitizensinaustria.wordpress.com/
31
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BritishintheCzechRepublic/
32
http://www.britishinfrance.com/
33
https://britishingermany.org/
34
http://www.britishinitaly.net/
35
https://brexpats.es/; https://eurocitizens2020.blogspot.com/
28
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Guardian on-line, and sometimes The Independent; I listen to BBC Radio 4’s Today programme. Andrew Marr, for example, I knew only as one host of Radio
4’s Start the Week cultural programme, not as a political interviewer. The local press is thirsty for local stories, so interesting them was not a problem, and
their articles can lead to national notice (as with Le Télégramme and FR2). What
I needed were helpers knowledgable about the national media and how to gain
their attention. Personal contacts would seem near-essential for this given national journalists’ defences against unsolicited approaches. One possible route
is via intermediaries who are in the public eye. I think of the wonderful Gina
Miller,36 and people like her. They perhaps would be more easy to interest, and
once interested, could provide contacts. This is what Harry Shindler offered,
before deciding he could not support my campaign. More extensive monitoring
of the news could have identified events beyond Ali Milani’s opinion piece in
The Guardian to which I could have reacted in, I hope, an attention-getting way.
I could have ’phoned phone-ins. Helpers could have added comments to newspaper articles.
It would also have been desirable actively to spread my campaign abroad,
not least because of the ease of interesting overseas journalists. There have
been many comments by European politicians along the lines of ‘respecting the
democratic vote of the British people.’37 Democratic? With 7 million people
excluded? They “suffer equally ... from all national errors and mistakes,” to
quote a pamphlet from 1888 giving reasons why New Zealand women should
be able to vote.38 Wider knowledge of the ropey state of UK democracy can
only increase pressure for reform. All this is too time consuming for the candidate alone – although had it not been a snap election, there would have been
more time. The burden needs to be shared. (That is why political parties exist!)
Thanks to the internet and telephone, there would have been no need for extra
team members to be located in the vicinity of the constituency.
In addition, I needed to be more sensitive to how the media works. That
the Prime Minister’s constituency was in London facilitated media attention.
Would FR2 or Deutsche Welle have sent reporters so easily to Kirkaldy & Cowdenbeath, for example (Gordon Brown’s constituency when he was Prime Minister)? It was easy for reporters to travel from central-London offices to the end
of the Piccadilly and Bakerloo tube lines, which explains why there were so
many of them on the Uxbridge station forecourt on December 11 & 12. It was by
luck, not management, that I too was there on the 11th and got interviewed. I
learned from this and returned on the 12th, but it hadn’t clicked that journalists
36

Gina Miller, Wikipedia
E.g “un choix démocratique que la France a toujours respecté” Lettre du Président Emmanuel
Macron aux Britanniques, 2020 February 1
38
Women’s Christian Temperance Union, Ten reasons why the women of New Zealand should vote
(1888). They were enfranchised five years later
37
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were mostly present in the morning. They then returned to their bases to put
their stories together in order to meet evening deadlines. The AP camera-lady
on the 12th was only there in the early afternoon because her bosses had found
her first set of clips too anti-Brexit. I wrote and circulated my post-election press
release on December 15 (p. 66). The idea of a ‘massive victory’ had matured in
my head as I wended my way home on the Friday & Saturday. But both its
theme and journalists’ needs could have been anticipated. It was obvious almost every elector was going to ‘Don’t Vote Tobin’ and, had I thought of it, that
I could present this as a massive majority. I could have asked someone else to
amend and circulate a pre-prepared text. Circulated on the 13th, it might have
made the week-end papers. But I am not alone in seeing possibilities later. It
was not until after the new year that Count Binface distilled his experience of
the election: “I challenged Prime Minister Boris Johnson at the 2019 General
Election, where I received a glorious 69 votes. Yes that’s right, I experienced a
69 with Boris in a London sports hall under a full moon at 4 am on Friday the
13th.”39
A larger, coordinated team might also ensure nothing is overlooked. As I
was preparing I’m Standing I came across an e-mail that I had received early in
my campaign from Ilse Mogensen, head of UK advocacy with the3million. She
made a number of useful suggestions and offered help. But in the rush of things
to do, I could not respond immediately; and when I could have, I had forgotten
about it.
A candidate must be careful to avoid anything that can be misinterpreted.
Standing in the Prime Minister’s constituency and asking people not to vote
for me were ruses to pique media & elector interest. It is certain that I would
have had far less coverage had I been standing in no-one-in-particular’s constituency. But my remark about getting into the Guinness Book of Records was
taken too seriously and I felt it detracted from my message, though it did attract some media attention. Misrepresented, the remark could make my motivation seem frivolous. A newspaper item about my campaign appeared as late
as mid-January, in the Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times. ‘Uxbridge man gains fewest
election votes’ was the headline.40 The text claimed that “a key message” of
my campaign was getting into the Guinness Book of World Records but did add
that this was in order to highlight the injustices I was denouncing. Well, that
could have been a strategy, but it wasn’t mine. And it could not have worked.
I remember the Guinness Book from my youth and its British focus. Examining the Book’s website,41 I see that it now concentrates on world records. My
fewest-votes-in-2019 or even fewest-votes-in-a-UK-election-ever would not cut
the mustard for inclusion. On the other hand, my record-setting did produce
39

Blurb for a show at the Network Theatre, London; https://www.countbinface.com/ accessed
2020 February 28
40
Uxbridge man gains fewest election votes, Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times, 2020 January 16
41
htps://www.guinnessworldrecords.com
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short items in the Mail and Telegraph.
Frank Jackson suffered from misintepretation too. The Uxbridge Times
asked him to send a photograph with
“a typically French background.” He
chose a restaurant scene. Unfortunately
the background wall of bottles fed the
stereotype of the sybaritic life which
pollutes accurate understanding of migrant life.
There is a reason why elections are
not usually held in December. It was
miserable canvassing on cold, damp
doorsteps or the tube-station forecourt.
Warm weather would have encouraged me to canvass more. This would have
given me better knowledge of the full range of voters’ reactions to the three
measures I was promoting. In turn, this would have enabled me to counter objections better – had I been subject to probing interviews.
Frank Jackson’s “‘typical’ expatriate
picture.” From his Kindle book
Loopholes

My sash made me noticeable, but did it make me notable? Time travellers
and the like will inevitably stand in the Prime Minister’s constituency. They
are a consequence of the First-Past-The-Post system and the disillusion it provokes for the large number of voters in donkey seats whose preferred candidate
never gets elected. The McGillicuddy Serious Party disappeared in New Zealand
once the system was changed to one where every vote counts. Lord Buckethead
and Count Binface attracted a lot of media attention, yet Yace “Interplanetary
Time Lord” Yogenstein did not. Bobby “Elmo” Smith was an intermediate case.
Buckethead, Binface and Elmo had all stood before, so perhaps were known to
journalists, and in 2019 there was the twist that Binface had been Buckethead in
previous elections. Newcomers Yogenstein & Tobin were less noteworthy. But
the UKIP candidate, Geoffrey Courtenay, fared no better with press coverage,
and he had a background in local politics. The challenge for candidates like
Elmo or myself is to get our serious message heard above the anecdotal chatter
surrounding other minority candidates.
***
S O THERE IT IS , THE STORY OF MY CANDIDACY. As Cherry said to me recently, it was all great fun. Depending on what you were looking for, dear
reader, I hope you found my tale interesting, amusing or instructive.
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Appendix A
The 7 million
The 7 million total claimed during my campaign was an update on the 51⁄2 million estimate for my Petition to Parliament in 2016. The 7 million were:
(a) 3 million British Citizens living abroad disqualified by the 15-year rule
or because never on a UK electoral roll,
(b) 21⁄2 million unenfranchised foreigners living permanently in the UK,
(c) 11⁄2 million 16- and 17-year olds in the UK.
Here I recalculate these estimates.
The 11⁄2 million figure (c) is the most certain and comes from the UK Office of
National Statistics (ONS) Population estimates for the UK, England & Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland: mid-2018, Figure 3: Population pyramid for the UK,
mid-2018.1 The exact estimated number of 16- and 17-year olds is 1,427,406, and
is currently at a minimum (the number mid-2008 was 1,612,589). The estimated
total UK population is 66,436,000, of whom 21% are under the age of 18 and 19%
under 16.
The ONS➫s Population of the UK by country of birth and nationality: 2018 estimates 6.1 million non-British in the UK in 2018.2 Of these some 1.5 million are
Irish or Commonwealth citizens. The Irish all have the right to vote, and if we
assume that most of the Commonwealth citizens do too, this leaves 6.1–1.5 = 4.6
million as an estimate for the unenfranchised. But this includes those younger
than 18. Assuming the same 21% fraction younger than 18, as for the population as a whole, leaves some 3.6 million resident foreigners without the vote in
national elections, though this does assume they all have the right to permanent
residence.
1
2

Population estimates... mid-2018 (2019)
Population of the UK... 2018 (2019)
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The United Nations Population Division claims 4,917,460 British nationals
living abroad in 2015.3 Assuming the 2018 UK age distribution, 81% are aged
16 or over, so 4.0 million may be eligible to vote if the voting age is lowered to
16. In 2016 I guessed that half, or 2.0 million, might be ineligible because of the
15-year rule.4 However in 2018 the Cabinet Office produced another estimate
in its Impact Statement on the Overseas Electors Bill 2017-19.5 The Office adopts
4.9 million as the number of migrant British Citizens of whom it is claimed 1.4
million are eligible to vote, and that 3.5 million more would be enfranchised if
the Conservatives’ election promise were honoured. However this appears to
include those younger than 16 (19%) or 18 (21%). If they are excluded, the number falls to 2.8 million.
A cardinal rule in observational and experimental science is never to quote
final numbers to more digits than are warranted. ‘3.0’ implies the true value
likely lies between 2.95 and 3.05; ‘3’ implies a value between 2.5 and 3.5. This is
why I did not use decimals, but preferred whole and half millions – the uncertainty in my numbers may well be in the half to one million range. So bearing
this in mind, 3 million seems a reasonable estimate for the number of of-age
migrant British Citizens excluded by the 15-year rule; 31⁄2 million for unenfranchised foreigners with the right to reside permanently in the UK; and 11⁄2 million
for 16- & 17-year olds of all nationalities. The total is thus 8 million, though “up
to” 10 million is claimed by the Let Us Vote campaign.6
Estimate (c) is robust. Estimate (b) could no doubt be improved, while (a) is
more speculative. The important point, however, is not whether we unenfranchised are 51⁄2, 7, 8 or 10 million. It is clear we are many millions. Even one
excluded voter represents an affront to democracy, but with so many millions
excluded there can can be no legitimacy to the results of UK elections and referendums.

3
4

International migrant stock 2015, ‘By destination and origin’ option, Table 16
Or because of never having been on a parliamentary electoral roll, which is also a disquali-

fier
5
6

On-line at: https://services.parliament.uk/Bills/2017-19/overseaselectors/documents.html
https://www.letusvote.org.uk/. I detect a number of methodological errors in this estimate
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Appendix B
The accounts
During the regulated period, a candidate in a borough constituency may legally
spend up to £8,700 plus 6 p1 per registered parliamentary elector. With 70,365
electors in Uxbridge & South Ruislip, I was limited to £12,921.90. Certain items
are excluded from this total, such as the £500 deposit, which the legislator optimistically assumes will be returned.2
Independent candidates are required to account for income and expenditure
during the regulated period. This leads to a loophole. The purpose of spending limits is surely to put candidates on a more-or-less equal footing, but if expenditure or income can be arranged outside the regulated period, for example
by printing flyers or paying rents beforehand, or by receiving donations afterwards, they can remain secret. The electorate has no way of knowing that a
candidate has enjoyed resources beyond what the legislator thought fair.
The bank transfer from crowdfunder.co.uk arrived after Election Day, as did
travel back to France, so they were not included in my official Return of candidate
spending.3 I produced a ‘Full statement of expenses and donations’ (next page).
Concerning the crowdfunder pledges, there was an initial spurt followed by a
long tail. Half (£650) were made by November 18; the total passed £1,000 at the
end of that month. Fifteen of the 45 donors were known to me.4 The last five
donations were made on or after Election Day. Twenty donors lived in the UK,
19 lived in France, 2 lived in the constituency.

1

9 p for a county constituency
The deposit is lost if a candidate obtains 5% or less of the validly-cast votes. Prior to 1985
the deposit was £150 with a vote threshold of 12.5%
3
Available on-line via the campaign web-page (Appendix C)
4
Including one £5 donation from myself, made to check that crowdfunder.co.uk accepted EU
credit cards
2
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I’m standing!

William Tobin

Parliamentary Candidate in Uxbridge & South Ruislip Borough Constituency
General Election held on 12 December 2019

Full statement of Election Expenses and Donations
The Electoral Commission Return of candidate spending only requires notice of spending and
donations received during the ‘regulated period,’ which for me ran from my declaration of
candidacy on November 7 until December 12.
In the Return of candidate spending I declare spending of :
→ B. Unsolicited material to electors (primarily the election flyer in 47,700 examples) £618.73
→ D. Administration
£110.91
→ Personal expenses (travel and sustenance during travel)
£516.58
To these should be added (as detailed below)
→ The lost deposit
→ Administration after December 12 (including crowdfunder fees)
→ Travel/sustenance for return to Vannes on Dec 13-14
giving a grand total expenditure of

£500.00
£131.91
£144.56
£ 2,022.69

The crowdfunder raised £1,300 from 45 donors. Donations ranged from £5 to £100. The mode
(most common) donation was £20, which I consider very generous; £100 was super generous!
Because the crowdfunder was actually paid to me on December 27 (i.e. outside the regulated
period) I did not need to undertake the difficult eligibility checks for those who gave more than £50.
Donors came from Belgium, France, Germany, Hong Kong, the Netherlands, Spain and the UK.
My own expenditure was therefore £2,022.69 - £1,300 or £722.69. I am very pleased that the
crowdfunder covered about two-thirds of the direct costs and am more than happy to shoulder the
rest. Besides monetary support, contributions to the crowdfunder provided moral support, which I
much appreciated. Of course money was only part of my campaign. I am equally grateful to those
who volunteered computer & internet assistance, media advice, accommodation, canvassing help,
sash-making etc. etc.
William Tobin, 2020 January 02
Administration costs from December 13
Postage: € 53.74 or £ 45.56
Crowdfunder fees: £ 86.35
Total: £131.91
Return travel to Vannes
Dec 13 – Travel from Yiewsley to London Victoria via RT UK studio was covered by RT
Coach London Victoria to Paris Bercy
£89.99
W.C.
£ 0.30
Water
£ 1.50
Bus ticket Paris
€1.49
£ 1.26
Dec 14 – Bus ticket Paris
€1.49
£ 1.26
Coffee and croissant
€3.40
£ 2.88
Train Paris to Vannes
€56.00
£47.37
Total: £144.56
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Appendix C
The campaign web-page
Short link to this page: http://bit.ly/2cn7hrO Send it to friends and relatives,
Tweet it, put it on Facebook, etc.

William Tobin | Parliamentary Candidate |
Uxbridge & South Ruislip Constituency

DON’T VOTE TOBIN | LET TOBIN VOTE !
French resident William Tobin explains why he’s standing against
Boris Johnson in December’s election, but doesn’t want anyone to
vote for him
The Cabinet Office estimates we’re 3 million Brits living abroad who are
without a say in UK elections and referendums because after 15 years we lose
our right to vote. For those of us living in France, like me, or elsewhere in the
EU – or planning to – our lives are being churned up by a Brexit decision in
which we weren’t allowed to participate. This isn’t fair, this isn’t democratic.
The Tories promised to right this wrong in 2015 & 2017, but let us down. The
promise is repeated in their 2019 manifesto. Will it be kept if they win?
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I’m standing!
Even though barred from elections and the 2016 referendum, electoral law
does allow me to stand. So I am standing in the Prime Minister’s constituency
to highlight the injustice of not having a voice. This is in the long tradition of
non-party candidates challenging the serving Prime Minister on more or less
serious themes. Along with the Interplanetary Time Lords and their ilk, fellow candidates in Uxbridge & South Ruislip include a woman from Dublin
(yes, the Irish can stand!) who is mocking the foibles of the English in general
and Boris Johnson in particular, and a Muppet promoting fathers’ rights and
concerned over the prevalence of male suicide.
My platform also highlights the plight of perhaps 21⁄2 million foreign nationals permanently resident in the UK who can’t vote either, yet pay taxes
and contribute to society just like everyone else. Finally, I think of 11⁄2 million
16 & 17 year olds. Votes for these emerging adults are clearly on the horizon. They already vote in Scottish and Crown Dependency elections, and are
about to in Wales. It is Liberal Democrat, Green, SNP, Alliance and Labour
policy to enfranchise them fully.
All of we excluded 7 million have vital interests in Brexit and the UK.
Referendums and elections without us simply aren’t legitimate. Like the suffragettes before us, we deserve a say in our lives.
Whether to Brexit or not is the over-riding issue in this election, so I don’t
want anyone to vote for me. Zero would be my perfect score (and would gain
me a place in the Guinness Book of Records!) Rather, I ask electors throughout the realm to press candidates to pledge to right this electoral injustice. I
also ask them to cherish their vote, and on December 12 to cast it mindful of
us voiceless 7 million and our future.

==> Downloads
Campaign flyer (A5) as being distributed to
47,700 households in Uxbridge & South Ruislip
Photo of the candidate. Another and another.
Campaigning at Speakers’ Corner, Hyde Park.
Cartoon by Nono about two of the candidates in Uxbridge & South Ruislip
Poster to print and display yourself (A4)
Campaign flyer in French (A4)
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C. The campaign web-page
Announcing the result, 4 am Dec 13. Two photos by Monique Hawkins. Mr
Johnson satisfied, worried (Tobin in suffragette sash)
Press release, December 15, “Massive Majority” Quips Candidate with 5 Votes
Expenditure and donations full details. Electoral Commission Return of candidate spending, which refers only to the ‘regulated period’ November 7December 12

==> Links
Campaign Twitter feed @Dont Vote Tobin
Email: dontvotetobin @ orange.fr (Eliminate spaces, which have been added
to fool web crawlers)
Crowdfunder crowdfunder.co.uk/dontvotetobin
90-sec video
The 12 candidates standing in the Uxbridge & South Ruislip constituency
Petition to Parliament in 2016, including discussion of the 7 million statistic
Fair Votes Map indicating which candidates support proportional representation
Can I vote? website for foreign nationals in the UK
Europe Street website reporting the complexities of citizens’ rights

==> Media Reports
in red when my campaign is the principal subject
Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times, Jan 16, Uxbridge man gains fewest election
votes
The Connexion, January 2020, p4, Thanks for not voting for me
The Connexion, Dec 25, ‘Thanks for not voting for me’ says Briton in France
[paywall]
AP Archive, Dec 17 (from Dec 12), Residents comment in Johnson’s marginal
constituency [and me too, at the end]
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Daily Mail, Dec 14, The Brexmas Election...by Numbers
RT UK, Dec 13 [on-line Dec 16] “The toughest competition of all came from
you against Boris Johnson...”
RTL Today, Dec 13, scroll down to 02:02, The battle for Johnson’s seat, Lord
Buckethead, Count Binface, and a retired professor in Brittany
Le Télégramme, Pays de Vannes, Dec 13 (and on paper, Dec 14), Le Vannetais
William Tobin a ferré contre Boris Johnson
La Bretagne en 5 infos par Le Télégramme, Dec 13, Johnson 1, Tobin 0 [4th
item]
Evening Standard, Dec 13, The Londoner, SW1A
Daily Telegraph, Dec 13, Friday evening news briefing: Nine surprising facts
from the 2019 general election [paywall]
Business Insider, Dec 13, Elmo y un hombre disfrazado de papelera acompañan
a Boris Johnson en su victoria electoral: quiénes son y por qué se han presentado a las elecciones británicas
Reuters, Dec 13, Johnson takes centre stage, along with Elmo & Lord Buckethead
Fr2 Journal 13h00, Dec 12, begins at 17m46s C’est une candidature atypique.
Also via Twitter and Franceinfo
Reformatorisch Dagblad, Dec 12, In Johnsons district zijn verkiezingen een
keus uit twee kwaden
LEO network, Dec 11, Interesting Fact - UK Election
index.hu, Dec 11, Egy 25 éves iráni bevándorló gyözné le Boris Johnsont
dw.com [Deutsche Welle]. Dec 11, Gdje je Boris Johnson?
ikb insider, Dec 9, “Don’t vote for me!” Says candidate in General Election
allinfo.space, Dec 9, Dove é Boris Johnson?
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C. The campaign web-page
dw.com [Deutsche Welle], Dec 9, Where is Boris Johnson? (Taken up by Taiwan News, Dec 10)
dw.com [Deutsche Welle], Dec 7, Wo ist Boris Johnson?
Al Jazeera, Dec 6, UK election: PM absent from event in his constituency [I’m
not mentioned but am visible in the background!]
Evening Standard, Dec 5, The Londoner, SW1A
The New European, Dec 5, I’m standing against Boris Johnson - but I don’t
want any votes
Metro.co.uk, Dec 4, Voters urged to consider millions of EU and British citizens denied General Election say
Hillingdon & Uxbridge Times, Nov 29, Don’t vote for me, says Boris Johnson’s election rival [note correction in comments]
Ealing Times, Nov 29, Don’t vote for me, says Boris Johnson’s election rival
SWLondoner, Nov 29, Don’t vote for me says Boris Johnson’s election ‘rival’
This is Local London, Nov 29, Don’t vote for me, says Boris Johnson’s election
rival [note correction in comments]
Le Figaro, Nov 28, Boris Johnson défié dans son fief d’Uxbridge [paywall]
The Connexion, Nov 28, Briton in France stands against PM Boris Johnson
[paywall]
Europe Street News, Nov 24, Meet the man living in France who is challenging Boris Johnson in his constituency
Aargauer Zeitung, Nov 24, Lord Eimerkopf und Graf Mülltonnengesicht: Johnson muss sich ausserirdischer Konkurrenz stellen
nau.ch, Nov 24, Boris Johnson muss sich ausserirdischer Konkurrenz stellen
t-online.de, Nov 23, Kuriose Herausforderer: Johnsons Konkurrenz ist “außerirdisch”
n-TV.de, Nov 23, Weltraum-Lords und “Elmo”: Johnson hat kuriose Herausforderer
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Westdeutsche Zeitung, Nov 23, Boris Johnson tritt gegen Weltraum-Lords und
,,Elmo” an
Le Télégramme Soir, Nov 21 (and also on paper Nov 22), William Tobin, ce
Vannetais qui défie Boris Johnson
Notes from the U.K., Nov 20, News from the fringes of Britain’s election: a
midweek bonus post
French Entrée, Nov 19, Brit in Brittany’s Bid Against Boris
Euronews, Nov 17, Boris versus Binface: The barmiest battles in Britain’s
‘Brexit election’
Fear Free News, Nov 17, Boris versus Binface: las peleas más crueles en la
“decisión polı́tica del Brexit” de Gran Bretaña
The Connexion, Nov 15, Briton in France stands against Boris Johnson
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Promoted by the candidate, William Tobin, 6 rue Saint Louis, 56000 Vannes, France.
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